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MARTIAL LAW ENDS TODAY ON GULF COAST

6C

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Aug.
with 127
aching its
are Venus

Four former Calloway Countians, all faculty members at
Western State University, Bowling Green, have been honored
by having buildings on the
The Kentucky City, publiea- Western campus named after
tion of the Kentucky Municipal them. All are retired anck now
League "It is the city govern- live at Bowling Green.
ment which most intimately
The fine arts center to be
concerns itself with the basic •onstructed on the site of the
activities of the people, which cld football field will be namtwenty-four hours a day guards ed the Ivan Wilson Center for
the food they eat, the air they Fine Arts. Wilson served at
breathe, the water they drink. Western from 1920 until his
When therefore, other agencies retirement in 1958 and for 25
undertake to deal with pro- years was head of the departblems involving the welfare of ment. Wilson's home was becitizens, they can hardly hope tween Providence and Hazel.
for the most succemful results The hospital wing of the uniunless they listen to the ex- versity has been named the
perience of those most inti- L. Y. Lancaster Hospital Clinmately concerned—city offic- ic, Dr. Lancaster is considered
the "father" of the University's
pre-medical program. He is
Now comes the Kentucky Crime originally from Pottertown.
Commission on Law Enforce- Dr. Gordon Wilson has his
ment and Crime Prevention name on the former University
with a report on jails in Ken- Library Building: His home was
at New Concord.
tucky.
The home economics and
The average daily inmate pop- nursing wing
the complex
ulation of Kentucky's local -has been named the E. H. Cajails totals more than 2,000 per- non Wing. Canon served as re
sons—nearly half the total gistrar from 1925 until his renumber of those incarcerated in tirement in 1959. Canon's home
was near Providence.
Kentucky.
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Murrayans Attend
Directors Meeting
State B&PW Club

srble

FINE
-5
Manager
753-2512

Agri-Business
Institute To
Be Held Here

Art Works.Are-On
Display This Week

Children Visiting
The Leslie Putnam*

New Golf Course Is
Set At Paris Landing

4

Nation's Fifth Tropical Storm
325 Miles From No. Carolina

Mrs. Odelle Vance and Mrs.
Nadine Turner' attended the
known dead 104 others missing
meeting of the Board of Direc- By United Press International
tors meeting of the Kentucky
Martial law ends today along and more than $100 million in
Federation of the Business and the Mississippi Gulf Coast shat- damages. Godwin said searchProfessional Women's Club held tered by Hurricane Camille. ers "may never be able to reat the Phoenix Hotel in Lex- Virginia Gov. Mills E. Godwin cover all the missing bodies."
Godwin said preliminary esington on August 23 and 2A. grimly predicted that many of
Eighty clubs were represent- the flood victims in his state timates showed business and industry lasses at $50 million,
ed at the meeting. On Saturday may never be found.
morning a class on self defense
The season's fifth tropical another $21 million in damage
was taught by Sgt. Charles B. storm, Eve, moved, up the At- to agricultural crops and liveCornish, director of Commun- lantic, well off the Eastern Sea- stocks, $19 million in highway
ity Relations of the Jefferson board. Packing 50-mile-an-hour damage, and $10 million in deCounty
Department. winds, Eve was located about struction to homes.
Police
He said he had been assured
Mrs. Marie Humphreys, chair- 325 miles southeast of Cape
by Army engineers that the
man of the Y.entucky Commis- Hatteras, N. C., early today.
torrential rains struck so fursion on Woraen, appointed by
Mississippi Gov, John Bell iously that not even a series
Gov. Louie Nunn, spoke on
"Cultural Needs of Working Williams said all of Mississip- of flood control dams could
Women". Mrs. LaDean Hamil pi's Gulf Coast would be turn- have held back the water as it
ton, state president, presided ed back over to local officials gushed through the mountains
Mrs. Vance and Mrs. Turn at midnight with the end of en route to the James River and
BOOSTING THE RACERS—Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis (third from left) buys the first ticket to
its tributaries.
are president and vice-pres- martial law.
er
the annual kickoff barbecue dinner given by the Murray Young Men's Business Club for the
Mur- ident respectively of the Mur- The governor said a large
ray State University football team from Johnny McCage, president of tiae organization. Looking
force of Mississippi National
ray B&PW Club.
on are Joe Tom Erwin( left), sports information director at Murray State, and Head Football Coach
Guardsmen would remain on
Bill Furgerson. who was Coach of the Year in the Ohio Valley Conference last year. The
duty, however, to assist local
annual barbecue is set for 6 p.m. Wednesday, Au gust 27, at Cutchin Stadium en.lhe _campus.
officiaisin _every_ way_possible
Tickets are $2 each and May be purchased from any member of the Young Men's Business Club or
Restrictions Continue
at the gate.
A spokesman for the governor said a number of restricThe art worts of Charles
tions imposed under martial
Cavitt, jr. are on display this
law, including a curfew in the
week in one window of tbe
hard-hit cities, would 'be contiMurray Art Guild.
nued by mayors.
Each week the works of a
The 120 county and 50 city jails
Disaster officials reported
different member of the Guild
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Putnam
The first Agri-Business Instiof Kentucky are—on an averare placed mi exhibit in the that restoration of public utili. tute on Grain, sponsored by the
Chestnut Street, Murof
1506
age—more than half empty.
ties, including electricity, wawindows.
ray, had as their guests two
Kentucky Chamber of CommerThe installation of new mem- "I am now attending Murray ter and sewage facilities, was ce will be held at Murray
children last week.
of
their
five
Gupton,
Rayburn
Allen
More than 40 percent of the inThey were L. Paul Putnam months old son of Mr. and Mrs. bers and a preview of the up- State University and am a grad- progressing gradually and a State University September 3.
Clearing for future fairways
mates remain in jail because
wife, Frances of California. James R. Gupton of Kirksey eeming Murray High School uate of Freed-Hardernan Col- number of stOres and businessand
and
greens
of
an
18
-hole golf
they are poor—awaiting trial in
Putnam is the assistant Route One, died Tuesday at football season were the high- lege where I had some instruc- es has reopened.
The all-day session will fea
Mr.
jail because they cannot raise course at Paris Landing State
Hundreds of persons remain- ture six workshops, from which
executive
secretary of the Pub- 1:30 a, m. at the Fuller-Mor- lights of the program at the tion in art" Cavitt said. "I betheir bail bond or serving out Park got underway last week
regular meeting of the Murray came interested in art at a ed homeless, however, and a participants will be able to attime in jail because they re- following the awarding of a lic Health League of Californ- gan Hospital, Mayfield.
very early age and was encour- nev. appeal was issued Tuesday tend four that best suit their
Lions Club last night.
Putnam
ia.
Mrs.
is
the
assistsurvived
by
boy
baby
is
The
contract
to
a Clarksville confuse or are unable to pay their
aged along by some of my hieli night for food supplies. Wil- needs and interests.
ant
to
the
manager
of
the
Cali.
his
parents;
his
struction firm.
s said the coast was still
teachers at Benton".
school
fornia
Government
The workshops are: "Potenprogram
for
Gupton
Mrs.
of
and
G.
R.
Mr.
Past District Gov. Joe Pa.t.
The state of Tennessee has
desperate need" of cartn- tial of Grain Production"—Jack
"in
is
from
gallery
open
The
the
State
Medicare
Office.
Kirksey, J. L. Holmes of Gra- Jam's of the Murray Club inThere were 507 successful es- 'also let a contract to a NashAlso visiting Mr. and Mrs. ves County, and Mrs. William stalled new Lion Cubs, Tommy Tuesday through Saturday from ned goods, meat, fruit and cer- Crowner, WAVE, and Joe Kelcapes from local jails between ville engineering finn to begin
Leland
Carter and daughter, Majors of Murray; great grand. Shirley, George Powell, Phil 11:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. at its eals.
ley, A 0. Smith Company,
January 1966 and March, 1968. completing plans for "phase
Toms of food and other sup- "Sources of Money and FinancPam,
of
Greenville, N. C. Mr. mothers, Mrs. Irene Holmes, Shelton and Guy Spann who location in the 300 block of
two" of the marina developplies have been pouring into ing" — Dr. James Thompson.
Carter is bead of the Instru- Mrs. Yettie Wallace, and Mrs. were sponsored by Lions Grif- Main street.
Overall evaluations rated 64 ment at Paris Landing.
the area from throughout the professor of economics at Murmental
Departrnent
of
East
Ethyl
Darnell,
Mayfield;
all
of
fith,
James,
The
Rich
Lyle Construction Comards3n, and
per cent of the jails as either
INSTRUMENTS WANTED
nation, but a Civil Defense re- ray State University, and WaltNanny respectively.
pany of Clarksville was the low Carolina University. He gained one brother, Kevin'tupton.
unfit or obsolete.
presentative said "we've nev- er Brown, Federal Intermediate
a
national
reputation,
when his
Funeral services were held
bicider for building the golf
Church Women United has er had enough and the situaband was chosen as one of the today at two p. m at the Byrn
County jails in the state will course with a bid of
Program chairman Lester issued an appeal for contribu- tion is serious. "We're running Bank.
six
national
bands
to
Funeral
play
"Disease and Insect Control"
Home,
at
Mayfield,
with
The new course will be loNanny introduced head coach
hold 4,539 persons and city jails
— Dr. William Stroube, Westcated on new property the state the National Convention at Bro. Connie Stroup officiating. Ty Holland and his staff of tions of instruments to enable very low."
1,106.
Doe* Toll Rises
Burial was in Mt. Olive Cem- Bobby Toon, John Hina, Dub talented children to participate
ern Kentucky University; "Onhas purchased during the past Knoxville, Tenn, Mrs. Carter
in the Junior High Band acis
an
organist
in
tarm Storage and Processing"
near
one
etery
Gob.
of
the
year
at
a cost of approximateIn February of this year coRussell, and Jerry Shelton. Hol- tivities, according to
The
death
toll
continued
to
Mrs. Way—Harvey Hamilton, C. Howard
unty jails were 48% full and ly $600,000. The golf course Christian Churches in Greeneland indicated that the club was ne Sheeks. Persons
rise.
However,
have
officials
having inRead,
and Dr. I. Joseph Ross,
will lie on land between High- ville. Their daughter, Pam is
city jails 23% full.
young this year with some 22 struments to donate
discontinued
announcing any
are asked
University of Kentucky.
way 79 and Big Eagle Creek a high school senior and is lead
sophomores on the squad but to call Mrs. Sheeks at
specific
toll
following
wide
dis753-7271.
"Commercial Storage" — J.
From 1966 to 1968 there were and about half of the holes will cheerleader at her school.
he felt the squad had good pocrepancies between the actual
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Driver
R. Lepine, Ralston Purina Com507 escapes, 1,122 attempted offer excellent views of Kentential.
number
of
bodies
in
funeral
FREE PUPPIES
of Greeneville, N. C. were unescapes, and 47 inmates died tucky Lake.
homes and estimates of those pany, St. Louis; and "Cropping
able
to
come,
because
of
the
The
"master
while in jail.
plan" for dekilled in the massive hurricane Practices" — Dr. Durwood
Two
puppies,
seven
age
The Murray High mentor outBeatty, asociate professor of
velopment of the park sails for birth of a baby son, born on
Twenty-two persons were citweeks, are free to someone for The latest figure issued by the
In an evaluation of city and two other golfing facilities to July 20. This is Mr. and Mrs. ed for not having a city auto lined the player depth at var- pets. They are female, one Red Cross was 139 known dead. agriculture at Murray State
county jails, 35% were found be added eventually, a pro shop Leslie Putman's first great sticker yesterday by the Murray ious positions for the club mem- brown, and one black and but many others were report- University.
bers. Murray High's first game
Dr. Charles Barnhart, dean
to be adequate, 29% unfit, and .and parking area estimated to grandchild.
ed missing.
Police Department This was will be
September 5 with visit- white. The mother is a small
cost $100,000 and a nine hole
of
the college of agriculture
35% obsolete.
The
toll
from
Virginia's
worst
from a road block set up at ing Fulton
dog. Call 753-7189 after four
County.
part three course lighted for
natural disaster stood at 83 at the University of Kentucky,
the close of the day shift at the
p. m.
will give the keynote address
The First National City Bank night play at a cost of $107,000.
Murray Division of the Tappan
at the first joint session.
of New York sends out a small
Company.
After this, the participants
brochure which explains what
Herbert Hughes of 208 Irvan
will break up into groups and
has happened to interest rates.
The Murray Police DepartStreet was reported injured on ment urges each one to buy
attend the workshops of their
It is a good explanation and inFriday in a lawn mower acci- their city auto sticker
choice. Following the workteresting also. Here It is.
to avoid
dent.
shops, the participants will have
being cited by the police.
Officials at the Murray-CalKentucky barbequeburgoo lunch
Why are interest rates 90 high?
loway County Hospital said he
Other citations by the police
and hear Pete Head, editor of
Who pushed them up there?
The twenty-third traffic acci- had an injury
to the left leg. on Tuesday were four for no
What's the prime rate and what dent report for the month of
One hundred mu sixty-eight er; Buster McCallon, field man- McCallon will be in charge of Progressive Farmers magazine
The final hour will feature
has it got to do with your bud- August in the city of Murray He was hospitalized and dis- operator's license, one for no boys and girls, ages seven ager.
the concession stand.
missed on Tuesday.
operator's license and unneces- through sixteen, have been ina
get?
joint
panel discussion consistwas filed Tuesday at 8:20 a.m.
Retiring
officers
are
Billy
Miss Patricia Ann Roberts, sary noise, and one for disre- volved in the baseball and soft- Named
The answers all have to do by the Murray Police Departto the board of direct- Crick, president; James C. Pas- ing of workshop leaders and
age twelve, of Murray Route garding a stop sign.
ball play sponsored by the ors were Jerry Falwell, Lonnie chall, vice-president;
with inflation.
ment. No injuries were report- Six was treated
Lubie Par- will be moderated by Barney
at the emergKirksey Baseball Association at Fur-r, Teddy Beene, Jimmy Wil- rish, secretary-treasurer;
Simply put, whenever the ed.
Mrs. Arnold, farm director of WHAS.
ency room of the hospital on
the Kirksey School during the son, Roy Clark, Jewell McCal- James Tucker,
supply of money grows faster
reporter;
Mr.
Monday.
She
suffered abrasions
Cars involved were a 1958
summer months, according to Ion, Doyle Pierce, Mrs. Joseph and Mrs.
than the supply of available
Buddy Anderson, conBill Crick, retiring president Slecld, Jack Cain, and James cession stand.
goods, prices go up. That's Plymouth two door sedan °we- to the legs, elbows, and knees.
of the organization.
what's always happened every- ed by Jerry Windsor and driv- She was reported to have been
Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Buster
Teams and their coaches are
The association held a potwhere. That's what's been hap- en by Joanne Hall Windsor of hurt while riding on a motoras follows:
Amos Tackett, associate pro- luck supper meeting for the
pening in this country for the Murray Route One, and a 1966 cycle.
Girls Teams
Bobby Rowland of Murray fessor of Agriculture and su- boys and girls and their fampast few years—the money sup- Buick station wagon driven by
Route
Two,
age
fourteen,
Dan
was perintendent of grounds at ilies on Saturday evening at
Thomas Marshall of 801
ply has grown faster than we
Jets, Girls, age seven to
treated at the emergency room Murray State University, is list- which time trophies were prehave been able to produce Meadow Lane, Murray.
twelve, Belinda Smith, Patsy
U tilted Fr.., internal Waal
on Friday. His injuries were ed in critical condition today sented to each boy, girl, and
goods and services, despite galBurkeen, Jill Falwell, Vanessa
Both cars were going north not listed on the report, ac- by the officials of Murray-Cal- coach. New officers for the
loping economic growth.
Stone, Martha McCallon, MargW. W. Johnson of Clay.
cording
to
on
hospital
South
13th Street and Marofficials.
loway County Hospital.
1970 season were elected.
KENTUCKY — Partly cloudy aret McCallon, Tonya MeCallon, father of Mrs. J. D. Rayburn
And the money supply has
The program at Kirksey was today and Thursday, generally Debra Tucker, Gail Tucker, of 1314 Olive Boulevard, died
increased for one reason: Uncle shall had stopped for the stop
'Beckett who resides on the started five years ago with per- fair tonight. Not much temp- Lisa Rogers, Peggy
has been spending more sign at Poplar Street. Mrs.
Potts, Ka- suddenly Tuesday morning aCollege, Farm Road suffered a mission being obtained from erature change. High today ren Edwards,
ney than he takes in and the Windsor said she slowed to
and
Cella
Comp- bout 10:30 at his place of bussevere heart attack on Friday the Calloway County Board and mostly in the 80s, lows tonight ton; coachee
Federal Reserve, our central stop but her brakes failed and
Wanda Sue Stone iness in Clay.
she
hit
the
Marshall
morning
car,
the
State
about
acBoard
parkat
of
the
8:30
bank, in effect printed the monEducation 54-64.
and Jeannie Falwell.
Mr. Johnson, age 79, had
The Memorial Baptist Chur- ing lot at Murray State. He for the use of the school field.
ey needed to cover the deficit cording to the police report_
Hot Shots, Girls, ages seven been in poor health for someKentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 356.0,
in 1967 and 1968.. The result
ch kindergarten will open its apparently was on his way to The association put up its own
Damage to the Windsor car fall sessions on Tuesday, Sep- work when he was stricken. fence and backboards and has down 0.3; Below dam 301.6, up to twelve, Denise Morton, Ka- time but his death was unexwas bound to be the higher
thy Calhoun, Diane Rhoades, pected. His wife has just rebuilt a concession stand, blea- 0.5, no gates open.
prices that we've all been ex- was on the front end and t3 tember 2.
cently undergone major surMarshall
He
on
the
the
car
rear
is
thought to be some chers and dugouts. Funds were
Barkley lake, 7 a. m 355.9,
This year two sessions are
periencing. What makes the
(Continued on Pim* Six)
gery and is still seriously ill
being held. One is in the morn- better today, according to re- solicited the first year, but sin- down 0.4; Below dam 306.7, up
situation worse is that when end.
at the hospital.
WV0.5.
8:30
to
ce
that
11:30 a. m.
time the association
ing from
prices are rising, people borThe deceased was a member
Sunrise 6:23, sunset 7:3.
has been self supporting throand the other is in the afterrow more and more money.
of the Clay Baptist Church.
Moon rises 7:59 p. m.
ugh the sponsors for the team
noon from 12:30 to 3:30 p.
Now the Government and the
NOW YOU KNOW
WSCS MEET CANCELLED
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
and the funds from the conMrs. Jack- Hale is the teachFederal Reserve are both takJohnson of Clay; one daughter,
cession stand at the ball perk
er. She taught last year and a
ing action to brake Inflation.
Mrs: Rayburn cat Murray; one
spokesman for the church said
and operated at the Calloway
As you might guess, the way to
son, Dr. Wayne Johnson of
The general meeting of the
by
United Press International County Fair each year.
they felt fortunate to have her
do this is to step printing mon- Women's
Prof. Eugene Flood of Mur- Georgetown. Jay Rayburn of
Society of Christian
One of Calsorge Washington's
ey so fast. Uncle Sam- is trying Service of the First United again this year. She has had
ray
State University will be the Murray is a grandson.
generals
was
an American-born
not to spend more than he re- Methodist Church scheduled for five years experience teaching
Harrison Named
The Murray Sub Distrir-t guest speaker for the
Funeral services will be held
Pennwalt
nobleman — William Alexand- James Harrison was
reives in taxes. At the same Tuesday at ten a.m. has been pre-school children.
elected Methodist Youth Fellowship Management Club Thursday at Thursday at 2:30 p. m. ,at the
er,
earl
of
Stirling.
preferHe
are
There
still
openings
as
for
president for the new year. will meet Thursday, August- 28, Ketleor Park,
time, the Federal Reserve is cancelled An important execuClay Baptist Church. 'Burial
Padducah.
slowing the growth of our mon- tive board meeting will be held two or three children in the af- red to be kriown"as "Lord Stirl- Serving with him will be How- at 7-30 pm at the Wingo Unitwill be in the Clay Cemetery
The
outdoor
meeting
will
be
ing"
even
while he was fight- ard
ey supply by taking money out at 9. 15 a.m. at the ladies parlor ternoon session. For more in-.
Darnell,
vice-president, ed Meth6dist Church.
the arrangements by the
with
gin
at
6
30
p.
m
Flood
will
formation call the church of- ing thc system his title repre- Lubie Parrish, secretary-treasAll members and visitors are speak on management problems Damon Edwards 'Funeral Home
of the church.
(CeetInued on Page,Six)
sented
fice 753-3182.
urer; William Edwards, report- urged to attend.
of Clay where friends may call.
following the meal

of

GRAVE

Ty Holland
Five Months Coach
Speaker At Meet
Old Boy Dies' Murray Lions Club

grandparents,

oe.

$nisao.

22 Persons Cited
For Not Having
City Auto Stickers

Three Persons Are
Reported Injured

Kirksey Baseball Association Ends Year
With Potluck Supper On Saturday Night

23rd Wreck Report
Filed Tuesday By
The City Police

Amos Tackett In
Critical Condition

Father Local
Woman Dies

WEATHER REPORT

imel

I Sets up
tins, herd
eat, resist
lie job in

Calloway County
Men Honored By
Western Regents

Neb,

dr

Kindergarten Will
Open On Tuesday

Sub District MYF
Meets At Wingo

Prof. Eugene Flood
Is Guest Speaker
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Reformatory Kentucky Mental Hospitals Accredited

Program 1969

are going down, resulting in higher staff per patient ratio and
more intensive individual treatFRANKFORT, Ky. — Realetil- employees, which have stemmed ment.
Nearly 13,000 patients a year
ber Kentucky's insane asylwi,s, intolerable turnover rates in imwhere the mentally Ill were once portant patient care positions. are treated in the four state psyhidden from society? Well, they- Another four million dollars is chiatric hospitals. Some 9,500
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
're gone. In their place are four ;oing for much needed repairs a year get well enough to go
CONTINUOUS — Monday thru Saturday
CARNIVAL
We reeern the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
hospitals with facilities and sta and renovations of hospital build- home, Many of those remainSeptember 1st 6th - Kitty League Park
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
to get patients well and back in
ing have been there since the
ings.
+
+
+
Interest of our readers.
the community as productive citi- In 1941 the American College days when patients were not treFRANKFORT
,
Ky.
—
UtilizatSEPTEMBE
WEDNESDA
R 3rd, 1110
Y
zens.
ated,
but
only
cared
for.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., 1508 1
of Surgeons, which was the joint
Now these people are getting WINDOW FAIR
All four hospitals operated Dy Commission's predecessor for
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y, on of available resources is a
Downtown Windows
lesson Weldon Welch could teach the Department of Mental Health accreditation inspections, said the treatment they need. Their
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, 61
Area
Community Clubs
CRAFTS
DISPLAY
1 with authority.
are now fully accredited by true there was no hope Eastern State illnesses burned out long ago,
Rigered at the Post Office, Mutrray, Kentucky, for tranonlesion ai
STREET
DANCES
8:30 P.M
Welch is farm management National Joint Commission on Hospital would ever
be accred- but they have been separated
Second Class Matter
i Ifrector for the Kentucky Depar- Accreditation of Hospitals. EveMarimba
Country
Band
Dances
Square
and
Modern
from
society
long.
With
too
beited.
BUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 36e, pet I ment of Corrections. This puts ry aspect of the hospitals has
Then Eastern State had 2,000 havior shaping techniques and
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, um.
I
. im in control of farms at the been inspected and meets the patients. They were given three resocialization—programs in reOFFICIAL OPENING
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions $8.00. tate Reformatory at LaGrange same standards set
for private meals a day and a place to sleep. learning how to live outside an
THURSDAY
- SEPTEMBER 4th
d
the
State
Penitentiary
at
general hospitals.
"The Outstanding Civic Meet of a Community is the
Much of the time they were left institution—these patients, too,
ddyville.
Central State Hospital, Louis- sitting, staring out into space, are finally leaving the hospital.
Integrity ef its Newspaper"
ville, was accredited in 1967 forgotten by society. The staff
Other patients, those admitt- CABANA CITY (exhibits and displays)
9.00 A.M
And utilization of available re- and Eastern State, Lexington, in was drastically underpaid and ed more recently are the ones ARTS AND CRAk
10:30 A.N1
WEDNESDAY — AUGUST 27, 1969
ources is something Welch and May. Kentucky State, Danville, therefore scarce and hard to who can benefit most from the
Methodist Church
Carr Street
is Pam management division and Western State, Hopkinsville, keep.
counseling, recreation, work traLibrary
Main
Street
have done to a "T" since raking both received full three-year accJust ten years ago 7,000 pat- ining and other therapies now
Womans Club
Walnut Street
over in July, 1968. Despite the reditation this month.
offered
by
the
hospitals.
ients existed in crowded, warefact no increase in funds has been
New requirements now effec- house-like wards in the four hosVolunteers have also played ANTIQQUE SHOW & SALE 'South Fulton Gym
9:00 a m.
In Philadelphia the other day they dedicated the
made this year over previous tive make it mandatory for hos- pitals.
an important role in the hospit(The above three exhibits and shows are
years, Welch has developed new pitals to be accredited before
new mint.
continuous through Saturday)
Most of the patients admitted als' treatment programs. An hoprograms, bought new equipment patients can receive Medicaid during that era died in
This is the fourth building to house the Philathe hos- ur each week with a concerned BANANA BAKE OFF - Baptist Church, 2nd Street
9:00 A.M.
and hit new production highs. and Medicare benefits. All Ken- pital. Some are still there today. volunteer can show a patient
delphia Mint since the original was put up in 1792.
How can new programs be init- tucky state psychiatric hospitals 'If the patients on our chronic that he has not been forgotten, INTER-AMERICAN LUNCHEON & FASHION SHOW
Noon
It also, of course, is the slickest, fastest and most
iated and new equipment bought can now treat patients under wards had been admitted today that he is still a worthy person. CONCERT by Prisonaire Band - So. Fulton Band Stand - 2:00 P.M.
elaborate, and, of course, the most expensive.
with no extra funds?
these funds and other possible rather than 25 years ago most
The psychiatric hospital treat- CONCERT by Marimba Band - Fulton
Band Stand ____ 4:00 P.M.
Nearly awe can figure, the new structure cost
third-party insurance funds.
of them would be released in ment team is getting patients INTER-AMERICAN MUSIC FIESTA
7:00 P.M.
"But more importantly," Gov. a few months," says Commiss- well, out of the hospital, and
just under $40 million. But it will turn out 10,000
"I don't know what they did
Tent Auditorium - Featuring Berea Folk Dancers
with. the money in thepast," Wel- Louie B. Nunn says, "accredi- ioner Farabee. Today 85 to 90 back with their families, many
coins a minute, compared to 600 a minute in the old
DANCES - Adult
Tent - Teen __ Ford Bldg.
9:30 P.M.
ch said. "We have had ample tation certifies to the people per cent of the patients admitt- as tax-paying citizens,
mint.
funds to implement our progra- of Kentucky the quality of care ed for the first time are releas*
One of the major features of the new mint is
ms. We shifted the money around, now available in our psychiatric ed within a year—able to return
FRIDAY - SEPTEMBER 5th - GOVERNOR'S DAY
something called a cladding line. Cladded coins
Director-Star
taking money from some progra- hospitals."
to a more normal life.
are se called because they are of mixed metals—
Of
314
state
psychiatric
facilitms and putting more into others,
HOLLYWOOD _MIL_ The revolution in Kentucky
copper and nickel in the case of the dimes and
- aI would say we have tried ies in the United States, only 143 hospitals began in the late 1950's Burgess Meredith will direct and CEREMONI
ES AT AVENUE OF AMERICAS
9:30 A.M.
quarters the new mint will produce.
to utilize the money there in the are accredited. Only 19 of the 50 with the new drugs—tranquilizers star in "Touch and Go" in Hong
GET
ACQUAINT
states
ED COFFEE
have
their
entire
hospital
10:00
AM
best
interests
Commonthe
of
Kong.
calm
patients,
to
soothe
and
antiPresident Johnson kicked all the silver out of •
TOUR OF EXHIBITS
wealth...I think it was just utili- systems accredited, and Missou- depressants to boost their spirits
dimes and quarters and the silver content of halfzing what we had to the best of ri is the only one of the seven and stimulate interest in the wor- 'Cold Turkey'
GOVERNOR'S LUNCHEON - Holiday Inn
dollars was cut to 40 per cent. Now they are talkNoon
Set in Iowa
states surrounding Kentucky winour
ability."
ld around them. Other drugs ining about cladded dollars, which will put an end to
PEOPLE
-TO-PEOPLE DIPLOMACY IN ACTION
ch
has
all
its
psychiatric
2:00
P.M.
hosprograms
The
are
HOLLYWO
of
part
an
OD (UPI)
hibit hallucinations and facilitate
the "silver dollar" expression.
Tent Auditorium
effort to upgrade the total farm pitals accredited.
response to other therapies. Con- Winterset and Greenfield - both
The new mint was 18 months late getting built,
program at the two correctional "The budget, a tangible exam- tinuing medication after their in Iowa - will be the location RECEPTION - Country Club
5:00 P.M.
and it cost more than twice the original estimate.
institutions. And, if accomplish- ple of the concern ofour governor release, more patients could lea- sites for Dick Van Dyke's new PARACHUTE JUMPS - Country Club
4:30 P.M.
and
legislature,
permitted
has
an
"There is something stimulating, to me at least,
comedy,"Cold Turkey."
ments of the past year are any
ve the hospital.
LIONEL HAMPTON CONCERT - Tent Auditorium
7:30 P.M.
about a bright, newly minted coin," said Treasury
indication, the total farm pro- upgrading of personnel andbuildA more recent revolution in
Sin4key Says:
DANCES
ings which has leddirectly,along Kentucky
Secretary David M. Kennedy in his dedication
Adult 10:30 P.M. - Teen 10:00 P.M
gram is on its way.
hospitals has been broAdult - Tent
speech.
Teen - Old Ford Bldg.
Accomplishments have been with much dedicated effort, to ught about by the deveRiping sys*
But in the four years it took to build,t4e new
made in the areas of beef, dairy, accreditation and everything that tem of regional comprehensive
mint; the cost to the taxpayers more.than doubled—
swine, conservation and physical evidence of quality means to the care centers. In 1967 perhaps
SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 6th
hospitals and the state," Mental
which illustrates what inflation has been doing to
improvements.
2,000 patients were being seen in
PARADE
Health Commissioner Dr. Dale
us in recent years.
10:30 A.M.
these centers. The hospital popuIn the beef cattle program, H. Farabee says.
BARBEQLTE & WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING - Noon
lation
at
time
4,500.
that
was
THE "BRIGHT, newly minted" coins the mint
for instance, Welch has acquired
Two million dollars in the
City Park
will turn out so fast are made of cheap metals, be12 Charolais bulls which will be current budget went for pay in- Now 14,000 patients are being
BATTLE OF THE BANDS - Tent Auditorium
cause the buying power of our money has declined
instrumental in cross-breeding creases for lower paid hospital treated in community centers
1:00 P.M.
and 3,500 in the hospitals.
so much the government can't afford to use silver. -- — programs at the institutions.SouMARIMBA BAND CONCERT
3:00
P M.
More patients are getting help
More aggravating and alarming than stimulating,
nd disease control programs ha
Downtown Bandstand - Free
sooner
in
centers,
the
making
it
we would say.
ye been developed as well aspro- programs for inmates assigned
PRINCESS PAGEANT - Carr Auditorium
unnecessary to leave community,
gressive breeding programs.
to farms.
The Cincinnati Poet
COUNTRY-WESTERN SHOW - Tent Auditorium
family and job.
In the dairy section, all dairy
7:00
7:30
"We want to eventually run
If a patient must be hospitalizBill Anderson - Jan Howard. Jimmy Gately tc.Po
animals in production were cla- every farm as a business and not
Boys
average
stay ranges from
ssified by an official of the Hol- as an experiment," Welch said. ed, the
PRINCESS BALL. Adult (tent)
10.30
P.M.
stein-Friesian
Association of "We are trying to farm today one to three months with follTeen (Old Ford Bldg.)
9:00P
M.
Although
Centers.
up
the
ow
in
America. A pipeline milking sys- like it's done today, not like it was
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
admission rates in the hospitals
tem was installed at the state done 20 years ago."
. .. and conserve tht.
are going up, hospital populations
beauty of the Forest!
Penitentiary at Eddyville as well
as new pasteurizing equipment.
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. - UPI - President Nixon, dedicating Also a new feeding program was
the "Lady Bird Johnson Grove" in the Redwood National Forest set up at Eddyville.
In Northern Calif.:
The swine program has been
"In recognition of her devoted service to the cause of preserving improved by new farrowing and
By United Press International
and enhancing natural beauty for the enjoyment of all people." weaning houses being built at
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 27,
the 239th day of 1969 with 126 to
Eddyville. Hog lots and autoWASHINGTON UPI - Consumer critic Ralph Nader, in a 20- matic waterers have been installfollow.
page report on government secrecy:
ed at the Reformatory at LaGran"The Freedom of Information Act . . . is being undermined ge. Effective breeding and disThe moon is full. - - By MEL HEIMER
by a riptide of bureaucratic ingenuity."
The morning stars are Venus
ease control programs have also
BIG, BROWN-HAIRED,grayeyed Dick Sargent these months
and Saturn,
been installed.
ATHENS, Ga. UPI - Capt. Budge E. Williams, one of eight
In the field of conservation, a is a front - line commodity in
Green Berets charged with killing a Vietnamese national, in a grass management plan has been show business as the co-star of
The evening stars are Merculetter to his father from an Army stockade in South Vietnam: started at each institution and a ABC-TV's "Bewitched" i he's
Mars and Jupiter.
ry,
taken
Dick
York's
place
Liz
as
"The Humane Society wouldn't allow a dog to be penned up like new stock pond has been built
On this day in history:
Montgomery's confused h u sthis for a month."
at the State Penitentiary.
handl—but he still remembers
In 1859 the first oil well in the
Five stock ponds at the Refor- with some fondness his days
United States was drilled near
as
PARIS UPI - A member of the Allied delegation to the Paris matory were enlarged.
a ditch-digger.
TitusvW e. Pennsylvania.
peace talks:
A Wm dormitory complex has
"It only lasted a week—it was
"We have put all our cards on the table. It is now up to them to been built at the Penitentiary and one of a series of jobs I
In 1928 the Kellog-Briand
took in
play."
Pact to outlaw war was signed
is now occupied by inmates. Four a lean period following a small
farm buildings at the Penitentia- movie success and the acquisiby 15 nations in Paris.
ry have been planned and repair- tion of my Screen Actors' Guild
In 1939 Adolf Hitler served
ed while a fiberglass greenhouse card—but somehow, it gave me
notice on England and France
'Dic_liVantlyke Sally Ann'lloses
has been built at the Reforma- a kind of stature," he says with
that Germany wanted Danzig
Jeffries
a grin. "I'd walk into a cockfierwqr
tory.
and the Polish corridor.
tail party, someone would ask
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
"Chitv Okay 13aq_eBaiter
I dm*.
Garden produce levels have what I was doing. I'd say
In 1963 miners David Fellin
in
SUPER•PANAVISION TECHNICOLOR:,
doubled and, in some cases trip- Hemingway fashion, 'Digging
and Henry Throne were rescued
after being trapped for 14 days
Max Hughes, 4-H member from Kirksey, won the District les, under Welch's management. ditches'—and I'd feel eight feet
For the fiscal year endingJune tall."
in a mine at Shepptron, Pa,
IA Junior tractor driving contest that was held at Princeton.
• • •
A business and commercial building boom is on in Murray 30, 1969, the cannery at the state
THAT LEAN period, incidentwith an unprecedented amount of construction in progress in Reformatory produced 39,673 gallons of farm produce compared ally, really WAS lean. Dick had
the general business area of Murray.
$250-a-month trust fund that
a meager 12,143 gallons the
to
A thought for the clay:
The City Schools will open on August 31, according to W. Z.
David
his folks had set up, but that
previous fiscal year.
Crockett
said, "I leave this rule
Carter, superintendent.
didn't stretch too far, and he did
for others when I am dead: Be
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star met
everything from selling in de"We can attribute this to three partment stores to trying the
always sure you're right...and
at the Masonic Hall with Mrs. Inez Scarbrough presiding.
then go ahead,"
Gertie Farris Evans is visiting her son and family, Mr. and things," Welch said. "We have import-export business in San
changed our method of seed pro- Miguel Allende, Mexico. "Oh
Mrs. Charles Farris and son, Bill, of Dayton, Ohio.
curement, for one thing. We have yes," he recalled, -I went the
upgraded the types and kinds of whole bit, existing on peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches and
seed we use."
PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Inc.. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tlmea, and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian.
January 1, 1942.
103 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 43171

Farms Are
Streamlined

PAGE TH

INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
Fulton, Ky. - So. Fulton, Tenn.

••

New Money Factory

Quotes From The News.

•

ALMANAC

TV CAMEOS: Dick .Sargent

Dick's Success Pattern In Classic Mold

Ten Years Ago Today

so on. One time I only had $30

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
Mrs. J. H. "Bud" Adams, age 71, died August 25, at her
home in Almo Heights,
Dr. James Sullivan, pastor of the Belmont Heights Baptist
Church, Nashville, Tenn., spoke be/ore the Murray Rotary Club
at the club house.
Dr. Ralph Woods of Miirray has been appointed to a committee
to seek federal funds for a memorial to George Rogers Clark
by acting Governor Lawrence Wetherby.
The Little League All-Stars defeated the Murray BOW team
9 to 5 in a baseball game played at the City Park.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For me kingdom of God is riot in word but in power. — I Corinthians 4:26.
Negotiations and dialogues may have a place, but it will take
thp power of God to bring in the Kingdom.

Welch also pointed to a new to last a month — and I spent
fertilization and drop rotation part of that buying Girl Scout
plan that, among other things, cookies from a door - to - door
Even though Liz Montgomery "beats me at tennis most
of
increases fartilizer per acre. vendor, and also being suckered
the
time," Dick Sargent thinks life with her and the
into
magazine
a
subscription
by
"And we'Ve gone a long way
others in "Bewitched" is existence at its most pleasant.
a fast-talking guy. THAT was
toward mechanization," Welch a
reasonably rough month."
nadine.— after which the late Grimes show, and
added. "We've replaced our old,
guested on
A Carmel. Calif., native, the
worn-out machinery with modern genial, intelligent Sargent al- Louella Parsons said he was the "Medic." "Playhouse 90," "Gunup-to-date equipment."
most was destined for show biz tafk of the town and "is going smoke," "The Outcasts" and —
Welch said these and other His mother, using the name far!" He was chosen one of the well, just name it. He originally
improvements are"geared" tow- Ruth Powell. played in some 10 moss promising newcomers was considered for -Bewitched"
in pictures "and then I didn't but had other commitment
s, and
ard upgrading training in farm films with Nazimova, and his work again
for a year."
after Dick York bowed dit of
father,
a
colonel,
was
Eric
Von
management. We are training
the program,
Ultimately the
the inmate to fit into an indus- Stroheim's and Douglas Fair- fell into place. bits and pieces er grabbed producer Bill Ashand TV-movie
Sargent to replace
trial modern Paroling operation banks, Sr.'s business manager work came more or less
regu- him. "It's the most pleasant
and even appeared in Von Strowhen he gets paroled."
heim's picture, -Foolish Wives." larly. "I've been a lieutenant show I've ever been on," he
Welch added, "It is part of our
more damned times." Dick says. says. "All the people are great
• • •
total farm program in rehabilita- ODDLY, his ma and Pa tried "In 'Operation Petticoat,' 'The
even though Liz can beat me
tion."
to push him into the direction of Great'Imposter:' Captain New- at tennis mo*t of the time."
• • .
But the finished programs don't business, but it didn't work. He man, M.D.' and some others. In
end Welch's total program. A list enrolled in a business course at one of my pictures, though, I
NOW A BACHELOR living in
of goals Welch has includes: im- the U. of Oregon but then finally made captain." In real Hollywood Hills • he was diprovements of the beef program, switched to Stanford and, under life, Sargent's bad eyesight kept vorced early on—Sargent wants
one day la) do some serious
increasing the percentage of reg- his real name of Richard Cox, him out of service.
He was a regular on several roles, such as Siff in "Death
istered cows in the two herds, was in some 25 plays there with
of
video series, including "Broad- a Salesman.'" which he did in a
Installation of pasteurizing equ- 612 student drama group.
Sargent did some hit roles in side"
he was Lt. Maxwell stock and loved, and thi direct.
ipment and construction of a new
films after graduation, and then Trotter, who kept coming in and "Otherwise," he adds, "no longmilking parlor at the Reforma- had what amounted
to the lead saying "There's a message from range goals. I'm happy doing
tory and eventual establishment in the Pat Boone picture, "Ber- Comfleet, sir" and the Tammy what
I'm doing."
and implementation of training
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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Skywriters Tour Of Football
Camps Set For Next Monday
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By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

tour on their own."
"The thing that has impressed
me most is the congeniality,"
Coleman said. "It's really rare
to have this many people living
so closely together for an entire
week and yet have no problems."
The commissioner said the
athletic departments of the 10
SEC schools are "sold" on the
tour. "It is certainly more convenient for them to have everybody come in at once instead of
a few at a time," he said. "I've
never heard the first complaint."

ATLANTA (UPI) —The "Skywriters," an intrepid band of
sportswriters who make an anneal pilgrimage of the Southfootball
Conference
tern
camps at each summer's end,
set forth again next Monday.
Despite a continually growing
demand for seats on the charter plane, the group is limited
SMILE AND SAY CHAMPIONSHIP — Scenes like this will be typical Thursday afternoon, Aug- to 40 — SEC Commissioner A.
ust 23, when "Picture Day" will be observed by the Murray State University football squad at M. "Tonto" Colman, publicist
C.utchln Stadium. Thoroughbred Captain Jimmy Harrell shows some of his gear to Susan Valen- Elmore "Scoop" Hudgins and
tine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Valentine, while Tammy Boone, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 38 writers — because of the inJames Boone, takes their picture. Coach Furger son has Invited anyone of any age who wants to ability to land a larger plane
take pictures of the players or to pose with them for pictures to come to the stadium with cam- at some of the airports.
eras between 3:30 and 5 p.m. Thursday. Players will be dressed in game uniforms and will devote "We had trouble getting this
tour off the ground the first
the entire time to picture-taking by the fans, young and old alike
year," Hudgins recalled. "People were skeptical; we only had
21 writers in 1966. Now, we are
in our fourth year and we have
a long waiting list."
First Tour Recalled
That first trip was an experience that likely will never be
repeated. Now the "Skywriters"
By MIKE QUANE
fly in a 404 with standard crews;
UPI Sports Writer
the second game, 9-6, and
By VITO STELLINO
then it was a tattered DC3
Minnesota edged Washington, 6UPI Sports Writer
with an aging pilot, a green co4.
The Baltimore Orioles, with
National League
pilot and a greener stewardess. by far the best record in the
The New York Mets moved to
East
Hitting grand slam homers is within just three games of the
The pilot had to make a last- American League, are showing
Pd. OS
L
W
an art that has been perfected Cubs in the Eastern Division by Chicago
78
51
.405
second maneuver to miss the signs of weakening.. Although
349
52 .511
New York
72
by first basemen.
trees at Lexington, Ky., and they're way out in front in the
sweeping a doubleheader from
1
2
70
7/
St. Louis
S$ .5417
68
I
57 .S44
Lou Gehrig holds the major San Diego after the Cubs were Pittsburgh
overshot the runway at Auburn, Eastern Division race, their
52
73 .416 2,1
PhiladelPhla
league mark of 23 in his career beaten by Cincinnati for their Montreal
Ala.
WS
g9 .305
311
fourth straight loss, 2-1, to
West
and Gil Hodges set the National third straight loss. The Mets
As the plane revved up for Seattle Tuesday night, might
57 .SS1
70
S Francisco
League record of 14.
VI
Cincinnati
61
56 .515
takeoff from Starkville, Miss., understandably cause a few
are also just one game back in Atlanta
59 .546
71
Now another first baseman, the loss column.
the copilot suddenly burst out of jitters among the Oriole faith57 .540
67
Its
Los Angeles
67
3
60
Houston
521
-Willie McCovey of the San
the cockpit, raced down the ful. Opera may be the big draw
Tom Seaver pitched a four. San
37
90
291
Diego
37
Francisco Giants, is moving hitter in the first game and Jim
aisle and leaped out the door. in Baltimore next year if the
Y dedtars Results
Into a position to threaten McAndrew came back with a
The "Skywriters," naturally, Orioles dominate the race only
Montreal
at Los Angeles
Hodges' National League mark. five-hitter in the second game
were apprehensive. The pro- to blow it in the end.
IL San Diego
PNw york
4 St
26
New York at San Diego
McCovey hit his second of the as
blem: the crew had forgotten to
swept the
Mets
In other American League
the
S Francisco 13, Philediphla
season and 10th of his career doubleheader.
Atlanta
6, Pittsburg",
remove the chocks blocking the action, Chicago squeezed by
Cincinnati
7
Chicago
I.
Tuesday as the Giants rewheels.
0 lo
New York, 3-2 in 10 innings,
Si Louis
Scores Seven Runs
1, Houston
4, St Louis
Houston
2 26
mained in first place in the
It got so that by midway Boston • beat Kansas City, 4-1,,
Cincinnati scored seven runs
Games
Tetav's
Western Division of the Nation- in the first two innings but it
the trip, the "Sky- California triumphed over CleAtlanta (Britton 7-4) at Pittsburgh (Ellis through
al League with a 13-4 rout of took a run-scoring double by 9-137, night
Cincinnati (Clunk's:ter 1-14) at Chicago writers" were applauding each Teland, -11-11,— Mintiesota beeed
the Philadelphia Phillies.
15-7)
time the pilot set the plane Washington, 6-4, and Detroit
Lee May in the ninth inning to (Holtzman (griffin
8-6) at St. Louis (GibMcCovey's slam came in the power the Reds past the Cubs. sOnHouston
down at another airport. When split a
114), night
doubleheader
with
Montreal (Reed 631 •at Los Angeles he made the final landing at
inning after Philadelphia's Glenn Beckert, Ernie Banks
bakland, dropping the opener,
(Singer 15-8), nignt
ting pitcher, Jerry Johnson, and Don Young hit homers in
New York (Kossman 114) at San Diego tour's end, he got a standing 8-4, before coming back to take
3-171, night
walked
the
bases
loaded. the losing cause for the Cubs. (Kirby
the nightcap, 9-6.
Philadelphia (Wise 11-10) at $an Fran- ovation.
McCovey, who also had a runMcCormick
cisco
9-7)
That sort of excitement was
St. Louis lost a chance to
In National League action,
scoring single and a sacrifice
missing the last two years al- Cincinnati got by Chicago, 8-7,
gain ground on the Cubs when
American
League
fly, wound up with six RBIs in it lost the second game of the
though newcomers showed signs San Francisco routed Philadelthe game to boost his total to a doubleheader to the Astros on a
of nervousness after spotting phia, 13-4, Atlanta beat PitEast
L
Pd.
career high of 106.
the postage-stamp airports they tsburgh, 6-4, and in twin-bills,
two-run single in the ninth by Baltimore
87
It
680
Bats Behind McCovey
72
54 .571
were approaching.
pinch-hitter Julio Gotay that Detroit
St. Louis split with Houston,
67
59 .5X?
Bobby Bonds, who claims broke a 2-2 tie. Julian Javier's Boston
Aid for Writers
taking the first, 1-0, before
Washington
66
63 .512
he'd rather hit in the leadoff homer and Nelson Briles' four- Now York
62
4$ .418
"The tour has been a great dropping the second, 4-2; New
Cleveland
Ale
75
SA
position but has been batting hit pitching gave the Cards the
thing, both for the conference York swept a doubleheader
West
76
51
Minnesota
aet
behind McCovey since he went victory in the opener.
and
for the writers," Coleman from San Diego, 8-4, and 3-0,
73
Oakland
52
_SU
2
0-for-10 while batting leadoff in
71
.433 22
52
said. "It provides an opportuni- and the Los Angeles Dodgers
Claude Osteen pitched a California
Si
C,ty
74
Kansas
.4311 24
two games against New York seven-hit shutout as the Dodg- Seattle
ty for many of our writers who blanked the Montreal Expos, 649
76 .397 26
last week, drove in five runs ers snapped a four-game losing Chicago
49
77
319 26
would be unable to make the 0.
Yesterdery's
Results
with his 26th and 27th homers. streak by beating Montreal.
Phoebus Suffers Loss
6, Washington 4
Minnesota
In the other National League Wes Parker and Tom Haller
California
5, Cleveland
4
The Pilots' Tommy
Davis
Chicago
3. Now York
2
games, Cincinnati edged fading doubled to spark a three-run
drove in both runs with a
(10 Innings)
4, Kansas City 1
Chicago, 8-7, the New York rally in the first inning. Willie
Boston
homer and a single in the
Oakland
S. Detroit
6 1st
Mets swept a doubleheader Davis extended his hitting
Detroit
9, Oakland
6 20
Orioles' defeat as Gene BrabenSeattle
4,
Baltimore
1
from San Diego, 8-4 and 3-0, St. streak to 23 games, longest in
der hurled a four-hitter to even
Tatars Genies
Louis beat Houston, 1-0, but lost the majors.
Washington (Cotentin 9-10) at Minnesohis
record at 10-10. Tom
ta (Perry 15-5), night
the second game, 4-2, Los
Phoebus suffered his sixth loss
Seattle (Brunet 74) st 111111T0f11 (CuelAngeles blanked Montreal, 6-0,
17-10), night
Clete Boyer hit a pair or run- larChicago
against 12 victories.
(Peters 1-12) at New York
and Atlanta topped Pittsburgh, scoring singles to give Ron (Stottlernyre
16-11)
Chicago's Pete Ward sent
OAKMONT,
Pa. (UPI)—
.Oakland (Hunter 9-11) at Detroit (Kilk
6-4.
Reed and the Atlanta Braves army 3-4), night
home the winning run against
Englan
d's
Mike
Bonallack
In the American League, the victory over Pittsburgh.
CalHernia (Murphy 7-12) at Cleveland
doesn't believe in wasting good New York with a sacrifice fly
14-101 night
Boston beat Kansas City, 4-1, The loss snapped a Pirate (McDowell
Kansas City (Rocker 4-10) at Boston
shots
in practice. He feels he in the 10th, but converted
night
Chicago nipped New York, 3-2 eight-game winning streak.
(Rorno 4-8)
*neighed Aug ft
has
been
able to get ready for outfielder Danny Murphy had to
in 10 timings, Seattle edged
the
U.S. Amateur golf cham- stop the Yanks with the bases
Baltimore, 2-1, California routloaded and one out in the
pionship
by playing poorly.
ed Cleveland, 8-4, Oakland
bottom of the frame to save
defeated Detroit, 8-6, but lost
Bonallack, bidding to become Wilbur Wood's ninth victory.
the first overseas competitor to Both Yankee runs came on
win the tournament, Which Frank Fernandez Ilth homer.
In Boston, Carl Yastrzemski
started today, was disgusted
with his practice round over the drove in three runs, two with
his 33rd homer, to help Mike
two veterans and two rookies. 6,670-yard par 71 Oakmont Nagy breeze by Kansas City on
Country
By United Press International
Club.
Coach George Wilson asked
an eight-hitter and run his
waivers on defensive tackle
record to 9-2.
SEATTLE (UPI) — Smooth
Weeb Ewbank, coach of the Tom
But then, he quickly added,
Nomina,
a
six-year
Aurelio Rodriguez drove in
Lenny Wilkens has moved into world champion New York Jets, veteran; running
"I
often
play horrible before a
back Sam
his new job as player-coach of said a couple of weeks ago that Price, a three-year veteran; tournament. It dosn't won-' three runs for California with a
double and a single to pace the
the Seattle Supersonics so some changes might be in linebacker Rudy Barber
and me at all."
Angels over Cleveland, with
easily it's hard to tell he is only order for this year's team.
Earlier this year, Bonallack
rookies John Egan, a center,
reliever Vern Geishert
rookie
His prophecy
a three-week veteran.
came
true
d Chick McGeehan, a re- didn't play horribly— or at all— picking up his first major
But no one is surprised. Least Tuesday when the Jets asked ceiver.
the day before he set out,
league victory. Bill Voss and
of all Wilkens. who is confident waivers on three members of
The Buffalo Bills made two successfully, to win the British Ken Tatum added solo homers
their
championship
his
ability
of
to make the
team— squad cuts, asking waivers on Amateur title for the fourth
to the Angels' 14-hit attack,
transition to the coaching ranks cornerback
Johnny
Sample, veteran defensive back Tom time in this decade.
while Lou Klimchock connected
while remaining a player.
defensive tackle Paul Rochester Janik
and dropping rookie
for tbe Indians.
In fact, he is confident that and punter Curley Johnson.
Only two foreigners,
both
Lloyd Pate, who has six months
Minnesota hurler Dave Boshe would accept only a one-year
serve in the U.S. from Canada, ever have wOn well proved
The Jets also asked waivers active duty to
he could hit
contact when he agreed to
this tournament, but if an
Marine Corps Reserve.
something besides his teamreplace resigned Head Coach Al on fullback Billy Joe, linebackbreakoutsider
is
Drops
Two Rookies
to make a
ers Gary Magner and Mike
mates as he smacked a homer
Bianchi.
Coach Clive Rush of the through this time Bonallack to ignite a four-run third-inning
"There's a reason for that," Stromberg and guard Frank Boston Patriots
the
seems
to
be
with
the
one
dropped
two
outburst by the Twins against
Sonic General Manager Dick Peters. The cuts reduced the rookies and indicated he
might credentials. He picked up two Washington. Boswell, who went
Vertlieb said. "We wanted to Jets' roster to 47.
points on the final thy of
The Cincinnati Bengals got pick up one of the players
6 2-3 innings, ran his record to
offer him more but Lenny
placed on waivers by another Walker Cup competition Saturdown
players
squad
to
their
48
14-9.
would only accept a one-year
team. Rush cut punter Brant day at Milwaukee, one of them
Boland's First Victory
contract because he wants a when coach Paul Brown asked
coming from a lopsided victory
and
Tulsa
linebacker
of
Conley
Oakland blasted sore-armed
bigger one next year after he's waivers on seven players.
the
over
Fleisher,
Bruce
Joe Leasy of Alcorn A&M,
Included In Cuts
Detroit ace Denny McLain for
proved what he can do."
defending U.S. Amateur chamIncluded in the cuts were two thereby reducing his squad to
five runs in 2 1-3 innings in
Wilkens, selected six times
pion.
49.
taking their opener, but a runfor the annual NBA All-Star men from last year's expansion
Kansas City Chiefs
The
scoring single in the sixth by
Game, says he has found the team, defensive end Jim Griffin placed three veterans and a
There
was
no clear-cut Bert Campaneris was needed
Estes
back
running
Banks.
and
to
coaching job to be pretty much
injured
on
rookie
the
favorite
waiver
as the field of 150 set
as he expected before accepting Also cut from the squad were list and cut nine other players off. Besides Bonallack and break a 6-6 tie and give reliever
linebackers Bernard Erickson,
Jim Roland his first victory.
the post Aug. 5.
from the roster.
Fleisher, other top choice
In
the
nightcap, Mickey
"I haven't had to make any defensive back Jim Williams,
Those placed on the injured included Vinnie Giles, runnerup
drastic changes so far," said wide receiver Ray Johnson and waiver list were tight end Reg the last two years; former Stanley and Al Kaline each
Wilkens, who came to Seattle. free agents Bob Print and Bill Carolan, running bark Bert champion Bill Campbell an,1 blasted two homers, bringing
their total to 13 and 17
from Atlanta only last year in a Scott.
The Miami Dolphins pared Coan and kick return specialist Gary Cowan and Allen Miller, respectively, as the Tigers
trade for Walt Hazzard.
Noland
Smith
year.
who
The
rookie
last
tied
was
for
eighth
their roster to 49 by dropping
came back with a . victory.
offensive tackle Pat Talbert.

Oriole Fans
Are Getting
The Jitters

First Basemen HaveCornered Baseball
Grand Slam Homer Market tandings

fie

BONALLACK DOES
NOT WASTE SHOTS

New Seattle Coach
Moves In Smoothly

NEW YORK (UPI)—Chi Chi
Rodriguez, a veteran of the
PGA golf tour, Tuesday was
named to represent Puerto Rico
for the ninth time in the World
Cup golf championships at
Singapore, Oct. 2-4. Chi Chi will
be paired with Jesus Rodriguez
in the 44-nation tournament.
Hans Heiser, German PGA
champion, and Tony Kugelmulbeen named to
have
ler
Germany in the
represent
championships.

The Murray Double Eliminatiob softball tournament ended
Sunday afternoon when the Chuck's Music Center team and Dexter
played for the championship with Chuck's coming out on top 5-1.
The members of the championship team are (left to right) Harold
Bynum, Dave Foley, Larry Stone, Mitchell Hill, Butch Maness,
Chuck Hoke, Brownie Jones, Ronnie King, Happy Bynum, Charles
Peeler, Jim Greene and Butch Hutson.

Read The Want Ads !
SMOKE D TENDERIZED

iw
save ,iiiii

-4*--,-,-2,.
eif Jim go? HAM
e

SHANK HALF

M.°
ADP/GR

LB 490
FIELDS

ARMOUR STAR
.

U.S. CHOICE

RIB
STEAK
89h.
LB.

. 4-.CHUCKWAGON

WIENERS HAM STEAKS
1041.00
550 in
Fruit_
•I
-POTATO • PEPSI
CHIPS
69c 4/89t
.....
BAR.B.0 PEACHES ICE MILK
SAUCE
390
_

2 oz. each

1

: 1.

5 lb.$4•99
Reusable Plastic Can

LB.,PKG.

I.G.A.

I.G.A.

TWIN PKG.

16 oz. BOTTLES

Cocktail
303 Can

8 Pkg.

390

KRAFT

18 oz. Bottle

3/$1 00

P

#2:4189
C

STRAINED

LIPTON'S

Jets Ask Waivers On Sample,
Rochester, Curley Johnson

I.G.A.

GREER

MARTHA WHITE

INSTAN
TEA T BABY
FOOD
Reg. $1.29 890

I/2 gal.

JAR 10

RED or WHITE

FLOUR
10 lb. Bag

990\

RED R IPE
FRESH

GRAPES CORN

40

„

r

omatoes

190
190 i
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
EAR

Sc

LB.

CLOSED SUNDAYS

e Sell Travellers Express Money Orders

I

OPEN

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
LABOR DAY

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU SEPT. 2 1
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THE LEDGER

•Bridal Luncheon Is
,Held at Holiday
For Miss Doran
Miss Patricia Anne Doran,bride-elect of James Gardner Weatherly, was complimented with a
.lovely bridal luncheon held at the
tRed Room of the Holiday Inn on
Friday, August 22, at twelvethirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
special occasion were Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, Mrs. Frank Holcomb, Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, and Miss Frances
Whitnell.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear from her
trousseau a white linen dress
with white accessories and a
hostesses' gift corsage of pink
daisies.
Mrs. H. Glenn Doran, mother
of the honoree, and Mrs. James
R. Weatherly, mother-in-law to
be of the honoree, were also preseated hostesses' gift corsages
of white daisies.
The table was centered with an
arrangement of pink daisies and
pink carnations. Bridal placecards were in pink. A fruit plate
with country ham and biscuits
was served.
Covers were laid for twentyfour persons including the grandmother of the groom-elect, Mrs.
Harley Weatherly of Chattanooga, Tenn.

& TIMES —

Socaee

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY — AUGUST 27, la,.

, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

PERSONALS
Mrs. Larry Bingham of Mtn ray has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

weelneesey, Atestet V
The Welcome Wagon Newcomers monthly bridge will be
held at the Holiday Inn at 7:30
Mrs. Dwayne Bucy of Virginia
p. m. Mrs. John White will be
Beach, Va., is visiting her parenhostess.
ts, Mr. and Mrs, Edwin Vance,
•••
and her husband's parents, Mr.
Thursday, August 2$
and Mrs, Hawley Bucy, while her
Woodmen Grove 126 will meet
husband who is serving in the
at the home of Mrs. Hazel Tutt
4
1
/64.11.
Valls. Cf444
United States Navy is in Puerto
at 6:30 p. m.
• ••
Rico with BF74. Before returnMr. and Mrs. Richard Greer, ing on September 26 he will be
The newly organized Young
Democrats Club will meet at
1622 Miller Avenue, Murray, are going to the USS Forrestal.
the Triangle Inn at eight p. m
the parents of a daughter, Huffy
Everyone between the ages of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cain
Jo, weighing five pounds ten oun16 and 35 is invited to attend
ces, born on Weduesday, August children, Donna Lee, Mel
•••
20, at 2:15 p.m. at the Murray- and Tyler, left Sunday for their
Friday, August 24
home in Kirkwood, Mo., after a
Calloway County Hospital.
A shovrer will be held for
The new father is a carpenter visit with their parents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn and
working in Bowling Green. They Mrs, 0, L. Cain and Mr. and
DEAR ABBY: I am soon to become the proud mother of
their three months old infant
Mrs, Claude Farmer.
have one son, Chris, age
an adopted infant, and here is my problem: I want more
girl at the home of Mr. and
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
than anything in the world to breast feed this child. I have
Mrs. Jack Miller, Irvin Cobb
James F. Greer of Lima, Ohio,
heard that there are hormone shots which will manufacture
Road, at 7:30 p. 15. The Thorns
and Mr. and Mrs. Benny Maddox
lost their home and contents
milk in women whether they are pregnant or not. My
Mike Wright of Metropolis,
of Murray Route Five.
by
fire
on August 14. For inhairdresser says she knows for a fact that many of the
has been the guest of his
formation call 438-5851 or 4$8women who belong to the La Leche society do this to keep
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Thorn- grandparents, Dr. and Mrs.0, C.
2398.
themselves in milk all the time.
ton, South 16th Street, Murray Wells, South Firth Street,
•••
When I told my doctor about my great desire to nurse
Route Four, announce the birth
Sunday, August 31
my adopted baby he said I should forget it, and he would not
weighThe old Calloway Countv By University of Kentucky Area I to base her beauty on two ess- of a son, Will Downs
The diamond, symbol of love,
give me any hormone shots for this purpose. He also tried to
ential factors - good nutrition ing three pounds three ounces, is worn on the fourth finger of
C,ourt House will be open from
Extension Agents
and cleanliness. Only when her born on Tuesday, August 19, at the left hand because it once was
convince me that bottle babies are just as healthy as
two to five p. in.
• ••
breast-fed babies, which shows you how much HE knows.
One of the major pastimes of young complexion, fed with meat, 2:58 p.m.
believed that the vein of love ran
They have three daughters,Sh- from this finger directly to
Monday, September 1
persons in a living area is talk- milk, fruit and vegetables, is
Abby, I still have my heart set on nursing my adopted
the
The Coldwater United Me- ing, Your job as decorator is to kept soap-and-water fresh will eri, age thirteen, Becky, age ele- heart. The English Prayer
baby. Can you put me in touch with a doctor in the Cleveland
Book
thodist
Church WSCS is sche- create a setting that is conducive the "extras" - rosy lipstick ven, and DeAnn, age nine. The of 1549 specified that
area who will give me those hormone shots?
the
duled to meet at the church at to conservation.
and filmy powder-do their job new father is a ceramic tile marriage ring also be placed
on
WANTS TO NURSE BABY
7:30 p.
contractor.
properly
-Mrs. Catherine C. ThChairs and sofas should be in
the left hand.
•• •
DEAR WANTS: Don't rely on medical advice from your
proportion to the different family ompson, Post Office Building, The grandparents are Mr. and
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
members. They should be com- Hickman, Ky. 42050— Telephone Mrs. Joe Hal Thornton of Murhairdresser. She is all wet. I advise you to listen to your own
the First Baptist Church WMS
ray Route Six and Mr. and Mrs.
fortable and easy to get out of. 236-2351,
doctor, and don't fool around with hormone shots or you're
will meet at the home of Mrs
M. E. Templeton of 989 LynThe seating arrangement shouapt to wind up with no milk and a mustache.
Myrtle J. Wall at 7:15 p. in.
Late August and September wood Drive, Memphis, Tenn,
ld enable people to look at each
•• •
Mrs. Frossie Thornton of Murother at a close range while con- are the best time of the year
4r
Tuesday, September 2
DEAR ABBY. Before Bob and I were married [six
to transplant evergreens. If it ray Route Three is a paternal
Miss Linda Kay Harris, August
versing.
The
Women's
Society
of
months
Chrisagol
he
went
thru
his
wallet
Is
planned
grandmother
and
.
0
4
great
made quite a
to use any this fall to
and Mrs. J.
30th bride-elect of Rev. Larry
Tables or other flat surfaces
tian Service of the First Unitceremony of throwing all the girls' telephone numbers away.
Lee Gilmore, was the honoree
should be convenient to all seats. make new plantings or supple- H. Johnson of Centerville, Miss.,
ed
Methodist
Church
will
have
He did this voluntarily.
ment old plantings, now is the is a maternal great grandmother.
at a special planned miscellenits general meeting in Hale This way people won't have to baltime. By getting the plants early
This is the second marriage for both of us, altho we're
eous shower held at the FellowChapel at ten a. in. The exe- ance glasses or ashtrays on their
from the nursery, it is possible
both in our middle twenties. I'll be honest with you, Abby, I
ship Hall of the Eighth Avenue
cutive board will meet in the knees,
Charms for luck, love, fond
Baptist Chuph, Pensacola, Fla., snooped thru his wallet about a month ago to see if he
Adequate lighting should be to get a better selection and bettladies parlor at 9:15 a. m.
•••
on Friday, August 8, at sevenprovided. Overhead lights can er plants because many of the wishes, shared fun and memories
had any new numbers, and I found THREE! I was hurt but
thirty o'clock in the evening.
The Lottie Moon Circle of be siIpplemented by well placed nurserymen will be sold out of are just a sampling of the
didn't say anything.
The
The honoree, daughter of Mr.
the First Baptist Church WhiS wall, table or pull-clown lamps. the better kinds. - Mrs. Maxine multitude of special meaning to
Last night I went snooping again and I found FIVE more
Griffin,
Federal
be
Building,
found
Clinand Mrs. Marvin Harris of Murin
Monet's
Safety
new
will
is
vast
provided
it
meet
when
the home of Mrs
the
numbers, all written in his own handwriting.
ray
.
,has been doing summer miA. W. Russell at 7:30 p. m. Note pathways to all seats are kept ton, Ky. 42031 - Telephone 653- and varied collection. Designed
I am so hurt. I was under the impression that he was
witn clever, easy-to-attach snap
,chiange in date.
ssion work in Pensacola and was
clear. Watch that the coffee table 2231.
satisfied with me. I hate to believe that he has strayed
• ••
rings they can move from
closely associated with this churisn't placed so close to the sofa
hostess can help you
beloved oracelets to neck chains
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- that people bang their knees when
ch. Her husband-to-be, a Baptist so soon after our marriage. He's a good man, and he has
over
the anxiety of getbeen
wonderful
to me and my children. He has to go out of
der of the Rainbow for Girls they're sitting down or getting
Did you know that four table- and ropes with the greatest of
minister, has just returned from
acquainted
ting
in new
will meet at the Masonic Hall up, - Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, spoons of peanut butter supply ease.
summer mission work in Viet- town on business about twice a month on overnight trips, and
surroundings and make
at
this
seven
is
what
worries me.
p. in. An initiation La Center Ky. 42056, Telephone about the same amount of pronam.
you feel at "Home
will be held.
tein as two ounces of lean cook- With a small brush, apply a coat
What should I do? If I bring it up it might drive a wedge
The hostesses for the prenup665-5671.
Sweet Home," again.
• ••
of
ed
linseed
meat
tial occasion were Miss Carolyn
oil
(without bone)? - Patbetween us. I trusted my first husband and he broke my
or thin paint on
She will bring gifts and
Brooks, Miss Mildred Todd, and
Question - How Should Blea- ricia Everett, Court House, Ben- the wood. This acts as a filler
heart.
vital information from
Mrs. Lynnwood Belicte
and
ton,
Ky.
prevents
42025,
ches
the
Be
new
Used
putty
Telephone
With
from
527Enzyme ProThis morning Bob left early, and when I got up, I found a
your neighborhood busiMiss Harris chose to wear
drying too fast and crumbling.
ducts? A. Chlorine bleach will de- 6601.
note on his pillow which read, "I love you, Baby." HURT
ness and civic leaders.
Prepare putty by kneading on a
tramp hee trousseau a black and
activate enzymes inlaunciry when
white knit dress with black accDEAR HURT: Jade Bob bc the way be treats your, and
TEEN-AGERS - A few princip- smooth surface. If it is not easy
used simultaneously. Haweaer,
• . Si
Call
essories. She opened her many QUIT SNOOPING! Maybe be just likes to collect telephone
when using an enzerne product les will help living with teen- to work with, add a small amount
753-237
Phone
lovely gifts which had been plac- numbers.
agers easier: adults should acc- of linseed oil, and work the oil
Miss Sally Price, September In a pre-soak period, chlorine
ed on a table covered with a
bleach may be added to the wash ept the importance of the teen- into it until it is like soft dough.
bride-elect
6th
of
Dick Smotherwhite cloth and centered with an
age group to the teen-ager. Is A free leaflet on Replacing BrDEAR ABBY: I just received an invitation to a bridal
mon, was complimented with a cycle. This will permit each inThe Most
arrangement of daisies.
gredient
to
perform
its
special- your home inviting for the group? oken Will&M Panes is yours
bridal shower on Friday, August
Famous Basket
Refreshments of punch, cook- shower It is being given by the cousins of the groom who
This gives you the opportunity for the asking by writing me at
ized
function
satisfactorily
and
22,
In
the World
at seven o'clock in the evenies, mints, and nuts were served happens to be a very nice fellow and a good friend of mine.
to have the gang to operate under the Paducah Courthouse or callin sequence,
1g.
The prospective bride is still married to another man and
from the table overlaid with a
ing
your
442-2718.
home
When
Mrs.
rules.
Juanita
using
an
enzyme detergeThe gracious hostesses were
white cloth under white lace. A she will not be officially divorced until after the date of the
Adults should expect some sno- Amonett - Paducah , Ky. 42001.
nt in the wash cycle, delay addMrs.
Gary
Smothermon
Miss
and
beautiful arrangement of daisies bridal shower.
bbishness from teen-agers and
ing
chlorine
bleach
until
the
last
Ann Dunaway with the shower
adorned the table.
As I understand it, the bride's divorce will be final on
live with it. Parents will be combeing held at the home of the half of the wash cycle.
Approximately twenty - five Sept. 1, and her wedding will take place on Sept. 2. All this
pared to other parents and someOxygen
bleaches
with
a
performer. Guests were relatives
persons attended or sent gifts. split-second timing has really got me wondering.
borate base are compatible with times will not be too favorable.
How should
of the groom-to-be.
The chief concern is that you will
I treat an invitation of this kind?
WONDERING
The honoree, wearing a tro- enzyme laundry products,In fact,
be able to measure up in some
some
enzyme
products
contain
usseau, frock of pink linen with
DEAR WONDERING: Since the groom is a very nice
areas.
pink accessories, opened her perborate bleaches in their forfellow and a good friend of yours, go to the shower and don't
Parents should help them Lind
many gifts which had been placed mulation. - Mrs. Barletta Wraconstructive ways to let off stesplit hairs over the split-second timing.
ther,
209
Maple
St.,
Murray,
Ky,
on the coffee table in the living
am. Sending him to his room
42071.
room.
does not do this. Getting angry
CONFIDENTIAL TO HONEY: No woman has to be
Green and yellow were the
Younger teens often regard is normal.
colors used in the decorations
The home of Mr. and Mrs.Dan "rented out" like a floor polisher unless she wants to be.
for the cake and punch served "beauty" as something to be
Billington was the scene of the There are laws, you know.
Parents need to be shock-proof
applied with a brush or puff as
from the dining room
family picnic held by the South
table
if they want their son or daughter
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
overlaid with an Irish linen clo- soon as they reach that magic
Pleasant Grove
Homemakers
th. Silver and crystal appoint- age when they are at long last to confide in them. Being shocked
Club on Saturday, August 23, at reply write to Abby. Box 65700, Los Angeles, Cal. Wm, and
allowed to dip into the bottles or giving a lecture is a sure way
ments were used.
seven o'clock in the evening. enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
of cutting off communication. It
Those present or sending gifts and boxes on mother's or big
Grilled hamburgers and hometakes a lot of patience to hold
sister's
dressing
Hate
to
table!
write
It
letters?
is
Send
St
to
Abby.
Box
were the honoree, her mother,
MOO, Les
made ice cream were served.
confidence of youth. - Miss
the
difficult
to
explain
to
Angeles,
the
13-to-15
Cal.
Me.
for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters
Mrs. Orman Price, her sisterA social hour followed the evenIrma Hamilton, Court House,
br All Occasions."
in-law, Mrs. William 0, Price, crowd that makeup in itself doesing meal.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Telephone
Mrs. Harold Speight, Mrs. Clo-n't make a girl beautiful, but
Those present were Rev. and
247-2334.
Boyd, Mrs. Jerry Duncan, merely enchances her features
ver
Mrs. Harold Smotherman, Mr.
I he teen-age mamages go on
Mrs, Dorothy Higginbotham, just as a lovely frame enhances
and Mrs. Ellis Paschall, Mr.and and on. Modern
Replacing Broken Window PanBride magazine,
Mrs. C. C. Nesbitt, Mrs.Charles a painting. This important lesson
Mrs. Autry McReynolds, Mr.and
which sponsored an independent
Smotherman, all of Murray,Mrs. must be taught before Miss New es - Chip off the old putty, pull
Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
sampling of the bridal market,
points and
Ralph Boyd of Henderson, Mrs. Teen begins to take those first out the glazier's
Kent Simpson and daughter, Hope, found
that five per cent of
Glen Barnett, Mrs. Bob Cook, faltering steps toward the adult scrape the wood clean where
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
women married for the first time
world. She must be prepared you will insert the new glass.
son, Terry, Mr. and Mrs. Clif- in the
Little Miss Melonie Carol Fut- Mrs. Dewey Smotherman, Mrs
last year were 15 years old
ton Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. ban on their
rell was honored with a party Lois Smotherman, and Miss Elwedding day.
In celebration of her second bir- aine Smotherman, all of Hazel
thday by her parents, Mr. and and the hostesses.
Mrs. Joe Pat Futrell, on Sunday, August 24, at two-thirty o'eeeee."'" ee.
clock in the afternoon at their
‘.•.t• or
home on Murray Route Five,
C.O.,. MS:
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4
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Follow your
doctor's advice
By Abigail Van Buren

en.

Linda Kay Harris
Complimented With
Bridal Shower

HOME
°,,SINEET HOME
AGAIN

el(-o- rraagok,,

Miss Sally Price
Honored At Shower
Smotherman Home

Linda A
kl)1

Homemakers Club
Has Family Picnic

Melonie C. Futrell
Honored At Party
On 2nd Birthday

"71

( Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
SH W. Main

Street

Phone 753-2621

COLLEGE CLUMPS
1411 Olive
— FREE PICKUP and =LIVERY —
Traly Mao Cleaning
These 713-311112

* Executive Shirt Service *
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Mrs. Mary Ridings
The party was held on the lawn Speaker At Good
which was decorated with ball- Shepherd Meeting
boons and crepe paper, Refresh-

ments of the birthday cake deThe Women's Society of Chriscorated with Mickey Mouse and
Donald Duck statuettes, Cokes, tian Service of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church met on
and ice cream were served.
Tuesday, August 19,
at two
Randy Adams won the prize o'clock in the afternoon at the
for the game that was played. church.
Mrs. J. W. Lassiter read the
Each small guest was given a
names of the officers and Rev.
birthday hat.
Those present were Mrs. Ethel Johnson Easley conducted the
Miller, maternal grandmother of Installation service, He explainthe honoree, Mr. and Mrs.James ed the duties and responsibilities
the WSCS and the officers
Patterson, paternal step grandgrandunison, el Will, the
father and grandmother of the responded in
being
Lord
Helper."
my
honoree, Mr. and Mrs. Shelly
Mrs. A. 0. Woods introduced
Garner, Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Bybee and son, Tony, Mr. and Mrs. Mary Ridings, Spiritual GrMrs. Bill Adams and children, owth Leader from Martins ChapDonna, Randy, and Mark, Mr. el. She presented the lesson,
and Mrs. Earl Nix Wilson and "Ancient Signs In Today's Worson, Daron, the honoree, and her ld", concluding with prayer.
Ten members and two visitors,
parents. Hope Grogan sent a gift,
Mrs. Ridings and Rev, Easley,
were present.
The nex1 meeting will be held
on Tuesday, September 16, at two
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
p.m. at the church.

21*

f't

DINNER TIME PET Albert. a 7.-foot alligator. visits the home
of Walter Grubbs in Tomoka Oaks, Fla., twice a deli...to be
fed. The 'gator lives in a slip at the rear of the ho .and
calls for his .motis by a series of grunts.. It was a 2-foot
baby when the Grubbs family moved in nine years ago.

After you've paid for it,
it starts paying for itself.
We didn't want our bug to be a hog.
That's why we made it go about 27 miles
too gallon of gas.
And why we persuaded it to take pints of
oil instead of quarts.
And why we gave it an air-cooled
engine. (Air is free. Antifreeze isn't.)
And why we put the engine in the back
so
you get more push from the rear wheels.
(And less pull from tow trucks.)
And that's why at trade-in time
if things
are still the same as they have
been, you
can count on getting back more of
your
initial investment of $1933.81 an
practically
every other car oWrer gets of theirs.
After all, why shouldn't the car
that's
been saving you money while you own
it do
the same wheh you sell it?

- CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

800 Chestnut Street Murray,
Kentucky ,.'
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NEN STORE HOURS

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
IVE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

ritfoit,

help you
iety of getnew
ted
and make
.t "Home
.," again.
ig gifts and
Lation from
)rhood busivic leaders.

iAdani

e

753-2371

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

BEL-AN SHOPPING CENTER

PRICES GOOD T HR U AUG. 27-SEPT. 2

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

WHOLE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

FRYERS
21

CHUCK
STEAK59

Breast 59
legs 490

FRYERS

Ready To Go

LB. 33t

FAMILY PACK

BEEF PORK
VEAL
CHU K WAGON $1

SWISS STE
AK
CE

19C
LB.
19C
,FIci
A CHOIC111
E S11
COUNTRY FRI STEAK 88C
wEINERs
39t
BACON
69C
SPARE RIBS
LB. 590
COOKING OIL
49t
ORANGE JUICE
39C
00#
G 0 CHIPS
49C
Salad Dressing
39t
ICE MILK
39C
TOILET TISSUE
8t
CELERY
19t
0
RADISHES
lot
LETTUCE.
19t
LB

English Cut

U.

LB.

PATTIES

JOHNSON'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL

•

LIBBY

16 Oz. Can

29C

TIDE
'9
DOG FOOD

POINTER

12

12 Oz. Pkg.

MORRELL's

GIANT SIZE

CANS

sum

Lb.980
RIBS
FRYERS
Lb.590
SANDWICHES 5 5/$1.00
BOLOGNA

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

WE pH A COMPLETE LINE OF
CONVENIENCE FOODS FROM HILBERG

BAR-1341

Fine
For BAR.11.0

Millis at
AE
HOME
IN

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And

LB. PKG.

CARDINAL BiAND

LB.49C

We Will Be

OPEN
LABOR DAY
DRINKS
For Your Shopping Convenience

COLD WIMP

HOSTESS

OT

Limit 3 Cartons

ALL 10 Oz.

LEAN AND MEATY

With Bottles

WESSON

6 Bottle
Ctns.

V

240z. Bottle

ADAMS

CREAM PIES

MORTON

EACH

FROZEN 120z. CAN

MORTON

POT PIES
Chicken, Turkey, Beef

FOR

slog

Hes

en-

k so
eels.

ngs
you
Our

By..

0t'S

do

GAL.

Plain Or Self Ris414ing

OT.

VANITY

GAL.

HOSTESS

FLOUR

Iwin Pac Each

All Flavors

ICE CREAM

MARTHA WHITE

Single Rolls Each

STALK

5

Lb. UAL,

TOMATO JUICE j:1 F2A
;$1.00
1 T 3 4t_nCnz
GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

CELLO PKG.

9C
LB.

I

69
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Sports News; WThr
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CAIRO, Ill., Aug. 26 — Marine are caught between the FederVirginian
Tarran
6 11 Tfw
Haire COMO this Brides
Pfc. Phillip G. McCall, 20, al Reserve and their customVirginian
Terzen
Here Como the Brides
7
The Good Gee!
The lane Family
The iitrin
Grand Chain Rt. 1, has been ers.
(10 The Music Hall
8
Beverly Hillbillies
Moyle:
The fact is, banks are simply
killed in action in Vietnam.
30 The Music Hall
Green Acres
"H
42
SO Porter Wegener Sti Hawaii Five-0
Movie
Word of Pfc. McCall's death intermediaries, getting money
Welts
Kitty
7
Hawaii
Show
Fly•
;X
-0
Movie
was received Sunday by his par- from one group of people and
:00 News; sethr.1 Sots News Wthr
Sports NOM) Wthr.g Sparta
00 Tts: Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show
11) :30
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Glen W. Mc- lending it to other groups.
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The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show 'Track In the
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i
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:
Wer
jj '
yy rolsatioohoo
for the money it gathers, it obMovie
Pfc. McCall, a 1968 graduate viously has to charge more for
12
:3°1!
The Joey Bishois Snow
of Joppa High School, was killed the money it lends. And lately,
•
:111
V
:31
Aug. 22 in Quang Nam Province. the sources that the banks get
Show
He reportedly was involved in their money from have been
THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
clearing a road of enemy mines charging higher and higher
on
Country Journai
worshe
when he suffered fragmentation rates.
CBS News
Morning Show
g 'CO Mom's,.
wounds from an exploding mine.
What's more, if the banks
Country Junction
Show
:30
gal
Family Theater
Country Junction
00 7000y. Wthr
.1
Soto Show
He was a pitcher on the Joppa held their rates below other
tinet: Wits,.
itM,
30 TOdee
Am Show
High School baseball team and rates in the market, their supContain Kangaroo
.00 Today: Misr
8
Bozo Show
:aiatain
Today
0
Kanoaroo
ply
Solo
Show
of credit would be quickly
a drummer in the school band.
00 It Tares Two
The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Shaw
a
Following his graduation, he at- exhausted. These are the rea7 :30 Concentration
The MAC Douglas Show Habil
:01 Personatny
Andy of Mayberry
Barbar• Moore Show
tended Paducah Community Col- sons why there have been in10 :30 Hollywood Squares Dick Van Dyke Show
Barbara Moore Show
lege and was employed at Pal's creases in the prime rate —
1 .0
of
love
0
Bewitched
Life
JeciaardY
11 1 :30 Eve Guess
Search for Tomorrow That Girl
Market in Metropolis. He was a the interest rate that banks
charge
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member of the Hillerman Eastwho have the best credit rat00 The Noon Show
News, Skirting Cnnv Dreim House
land Baptist Church.
12
ings. It is only one of the ther:30 The Noon Show
As The World Turns Let's Make • Dee;
YOUTH TAKES OVER—Thomas Fielder of Paducah, (left
Pfc. McCall entered the Ma▪
;00 pays of Our L
Many StaktndOred Thing The Newlywed Game
national conference chief of the Namometers that measures the
▪
:30 The Doctors
The Guiding Light
The Dating Game
tional Order of the Arrow Conference, Boy Scouts of America,
rine Corps Nov. 17, 1968. He had heat in
explains to Dr. E. Urner
the money market. It
.00 Another World
Secret Storm
General Hospital
Goodman,
been in Vietnam for about five reflects the
the Order's founder, the program that young men, ages 16-20, have
30
2
Night
You
Don't
of
Edge
Say
The
One
Life To Live
action taken by
planned and are
carrying out at Indiana University. The young man was one of forty area
months at the time of his death. the Federal Rserve
00 Match Game: NewsThe Art Linkletter Show Dark Shadows
2
conference chiefs of
to make the national
7
30 The FlIntstones
Lassie
MCHale's Navy
brotherhood of Scout honor campers who met last December
Survivors, other than his par- money more expensive
AN The Flintstones
A
Moyle'
in Bloomington,
The Beverly Hillbillies
— the
'T
Indiana. The committee elected national officers, and planned the
:20 161h Avenue South "She Creature"
I Love Lucy
ents, include two sisters, Janette Idea being that the
program attended by over
more it 4,000
c
.00
16th
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South
Movie
ABC Evening News
Scouts and adults.
and Mary Ellen McCall, both at costs to borrow, the less bor.1
:30 k.entley Brinkley
CBS Evening News
Wells Fere.,
home.
rowing will be done. EventualTHURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS .
The body is expected to be re- ly, business activity will level
:Do News, Wthr ; Sots. News: wthr ; Sports News: Witte) Sots
turned in seven to 10 days. Fuff and price increases will
Flying Nun
Animal World
0 '30 Daniel Boone
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That Girl
:00 Daniel Boone
neral arrangements are incom- slow down to a walk. When
The Prisoner
Park League
I
Bewitched
:30 Ironside
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42
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This Is Tom Jones
Movie:
O
- 30 Dragnet 110
should also come down.
This is Um ;Jones
-Dark at the Too
Yankees, Park League, boys,
Recepts 800, Barrows and Gilts
01,
CO D. Martin Preser Cl the
It Takes a Thief
age seven and eight, Shawn Si7 .30 Gokldiggers
.t Takes a Thief
Moyle
25 cents Lower; Sows, Steidy,
Mrs.
Maude
mmons, Larry Cunningham, TeJackson
Cohen,
79, US 2-3 200-240 lbs
hopes of getting an autopsy
Newt; Wthr.; Soo-s
$25.25-23.75,
3°
10 :°
0 7lete
W,'Ton
Wtirsitnr'
srwt,T4
t tio
ew4i.erv.5tG;1111rISPipPrict
ilw Munson Outdoors
of Dandridge, Tenn., formerly of
rry Don Paschall, Timmy Beane,
report.
1 2 :to The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Moyle:
e Selects 1-2 $26.00;
Puryear, died
. Keith Edwards, Guy Furr,Craig
70 IN, Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Snow 'Cover Girl"
Sunday
at US 2-4 190-240 lbs $24.75-25.00
Miss Kopechne was killed
;
Valentine-Shults Hospital in US 2-4 230-260
Rogers, Jimmy Joe Hale, Terry
Movie
July 18 when a car driven by
12
lbs 524.25-24.75;
The Joey Bishop Show
Rule, Cary McClure, and Timmy
Newport, Tenn, after a brief US 3-4 250-280 lbs 523.75-2425;
Kennedy plunged off a narrow
The Joey Bkhoss Show
1
By EUGENE V. RISHER
• Stone; coaches, Roger Usher and
illness.
The Joey Bishop Show
bridge into a tidal pond on
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Tri- Funeral services were held
William Edwards.
Chappaquiddick Island.
Indians, Park League, boys,
Most of the witnesses sche- cia Nixon, reported feeling Monday at three p. m. at Farrar
en's Society, of Christian Serv- from 9:30 a.m, to noon. Offi- age seven and eight, Jimmy Baduled to testify at the inquest, much better in her recovery 'Funeral Home Chapel in Danice throughout the Paris Dis- cers of local societies are urged
iley, Terry Boggess,'DavidColeincluding the five young women from an abdominal illness, was dridge. Rev. Robert McCray and
trict Thursday, August 28, at to attend the classes which will
man, Keith Crick, Kerry Lamb,
who
attended a party on expected to be released from Rev. Tom Underwood officiated.
the New Dexter-Hardin United be led by their corresponding
By PHILLIP BALBONI
Pat Ross, Terry Joe Sledd, BilChappaquiddick
Methodist Church on Highway. district officers. There will also
Island
that Walter Reed Army Medical Burial was in the Jefferson
ly Tobey, Darrell Turner, Russ
Memorial Garden in Dangridge: , Officers Training Day will oe 641 north of Murray.
preceded the accident, have Center today.
be a planning workshop on the
EDGARTOWN, Mass. "(UPI)
The 23-year-old-old daughter Farrar Funeral Home was in held for members of the Worn- The meeting will be held new program book.
Wilson, and Terry Parker, cohired attorneys, who have been
of President Nixon, who was charge of all arrangements.
aches, "Mutt" Lamb and Bobby —Ground rules—and perhaps a invited to the hearing.
new date— were to be set today
Wilson.
Dinis' decision on a date taken from the White House by Survivors include her husband
for the inquest into the death of
ambulance Tuesday with what John M. Cohen of Dandridge; two
Mary Jo Kopechne, the 28-year- apparently will hinge on how a was feared
to be appendicitis, daughters, Mrs. H. H. Lunn of
Little League
Pennsylvania judge rules on his
old secretary killed in Sen.
request for exhumation of Miss "is resting and everything is Clinton, Term. and Mrs. Jack
Edward
M.
Kennedy's automo- Kopechne's
Cards, Little League, boys,
body for an autop- much better. The path has Such of Chestnut Rill, Term.; two
ile accident.
subsided,"
according to a sons, John A. Cohen of Nashville
ages nine through twelve, Barsy.
District Court Judge James
ry Joseph, Tony Williford, Larand Dan K. Coben of Fairbanks,
Judge Bernard Brominski of presidential spokesman.
.
Boyle summoned attorneys
Tricia returned from the Alaska; three sisters,Mrs.
ry Tucker, Jerry Tucker, DaWilkes- Barre, Pa., has set
rrell Bean, Terry Bean, David oncerned with the inquest to a today as the earliest date on California White House Sunday Gladys Sanders,Buchanan, Mrs.
Bean, Kevin Russell,Donnie Win- •relirninary hearing to consider which he might act on a saying she felt "rather useless" Lorna Willis, New Providence,
chester, Steve Winchester, Ker- 'procedural matters which may request by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph at her father's vacation retreat. Ky. and Mrs. Lester Tyner of
ry Stone, Garry Harper, and rise,"
Kopechne of Berkeley Heights, On Monday she became ill with Indianola, Miss.; one brother,
•David Brandon; coaches, Loyd Dist. Atty. Edmund S. Dinis- N.J., to deny Dinis' motion for stomach pains and doctors I,Aister Jackson**. of Buchtnan;
id
Tuesday he will decide
.Cunningham and Guy Harper.
to hospitalize her kven grandchildren, four great
exhumation of their daughter's decided
Tuesday when there was no grandchildren and several nieces
Braves, Little League, boys oday whether to open the body.
'inquest
on
schedule
next
ages nine through twelve, KenBrominski could call for a improvement.
and nephews.
'Wednesday or to postpone it in
The western White House, Mrs. Cohen was a member of
ny Locke, Mark Smith, David
further hearing on the
Smith, Bob Hargrove; Alan ArKopechnes' request, which pro- which continued to release Martha Chapter OES of Paris.
mstrong, Mike Watson, Rodney thirteen to sixteen, Myron Smi- bably would not be held for information about her condition,
said her blood count was
Black, Freddie Wilkerson, Kevin th, Rodney Paschall, Danny Bel- another week or 10 days.
The Religion major added to
Lamb, Kevin Lovett, Keith Cov- cher, Jimmy Loness, Elvin PaThe inquest could go on normal, she was running no
ey, Don Wilson and Terry Cla- rrish, Ronald Melvin, Larry Ken- without the autopsy but Asst. abnormal temperature and all the curriculum will emphasize
rk; coaches, T. C. Hargrove dall, Michael Morton, Freddie Dist, Atty. Armand Fernandez, other tests produced normal the history, literature and
thought of religion. RegistraTobey, Howard Jenner, Danny
and Earl Lamb.
representing Dinis, said Mon- results.
tion for the course will be limBrame,
Darrell
Cain,
Keith
WilA
spokesman
Cubs, Little League, ooys, agsaid Tuesday ited to sophomores
day, having an inquest and not
who have
es nine through twelve, Steve kerson, and Donnie Beaman; coa- having an autopsy would be like she would remain "overnight" taken two introductory courses,
ch,
Bill
Crick.
Simmons, Keith Darnell, Kerry
hitting a home run and not but no definite release time had Religion 11 and 12.
been
Wyatt, Terry Wyatt, Lynn Hill, Braves, Pony League, ages touching first base."
decided
on. It was
Randy Hill, Terry Barnett, Paul thirteen to sixteen, Daniel FeaIn another development Tues- presumed she would be re- surprise to some of
the staff at
gin,
Danny
Darnell, Phil McCall- day, it
Ross Jones, Junior Ross, Donald
was learned that Dials leased today if her condition the executive mansion who had
on,
Paul
Townsend,
Andy
ArmGreer, Tom Montgomery, Larry
has been assigned a state police remained the same.
not expected her back until the
In San Clemente, friends said
Gelb, and Lennis Beane; coach- strong, Ronnie Smith, Barry Ha- bodyguard because of written
rest of the First Family
es, Kenneth Simmons and How- rrison, Terry Manning, David threats to his life which state Tricia had riot been feeling
returns, around Sept 7 or 8.
Emerson, Gene McLeod, Darrell
ard Darnell.
police detective believed to be particularly well for the last 10
Tricia was taken to the thirdCarson,
and
Jackie
Carson; coa- somethingc more than
Reds, Little League, boys,
crank days. That was reportedly why floor
presidential suite at
ages nine through twelve, Terry ches, Richard Armstrong andJa- notes.
declined
she
a sailing date with Walter Reed,
the same red
mes
Harrison.
Adams, Randy McCallon, Joel
her sometimes escort, Rep.
brick complex where the Nixon
Sponsors are Kelly Pest ConBarry
Smith, Billy Dale Smith, Keith
Goldwater
Jr., off family often visited
former
Before putting up window Catalina
Smith, Randy Brame, Larry Law- trol, Carl Howard Construction,
Island
where the President Dwight D.
Eisenhowrence, Mark Rogers, Tommy Ryan Milk Company, Master Tire screens make sure they still are Goldwaters have a summer
er before his death, on the
Futrell, Teddy Futrell, Timmy Service, Hutson Chemical Com- in good condition. If they need home.
advice of Dr. Walter Tkach, the
pany,
Cain
repainting
&
Treas,
Ellis
or
a
touch-up,
Popthey
Anderson, Mark Adams,andRanHer return to the White
chief White House doctor who is
dy McDaniel; coaches, Buddy corn Company, Billington-For- are easier to paint if laid flat on House Sunday was a complete
with the Nixons in California.
see, Ray T. Broach Insurance, supports. Wipe off all dust and
Anderson and Charles Smith.
Dodgers, Pony League, ages and Burnette Tractor Company, dirt before applying the paint.

Kathie Broach, Peggy Rogers,
Donna Adams, Marie Armstrong.
Barbara Pierce, Renee Tobey,
Sandra Stark, Katny Treas, nim
Smith, Tammy Calhoun, Cindy
Hill, Reshila Towery,Cindy Bailey, Stephanie Wyatt; coaches,
Donna Hill and Margaret Morton.
Gold Diggers, Girls,ages twelve to sixteen, Teresa Joseph,
Sandra Scott, Carolyn Smith, Sherri McKinney, Karen Johnson,
Darlene Oliver, Margaret Emerson, Sue Ann Adams, Debbie Adams, Stacy Adams, Renee Sledd,
Karen Carter, Rosemary Lamb,
Becky Burchett, Susie Hall, Cathy Lamb, and Cindy Compton;
coaches, Linda Oliver and Roger Joseph.
Black Hawks, Girls, ages twelve to sixteen, Sarah Calhoun,
Phyllis Adams, Jackie Hargro. ye, Rita Hargrove, Glenda McLeod, Gale Broach, Susan Pierce, Sabrina Tucker, Patty Greer, Sharry Pierce, Barbara Williford, Brenda Colley, Vickie Bailey, Margaret Greer, Dot Pierce, Amanda Hoke, Karen Loness,
Diane Harrison, and Marion Outland, coaches, Martha Broach,
Terry Broach, and Phillip Adams.
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Tricia Nixon
Expected To
Be Released

Ground Rules
To Be Set In
Kennedy Case
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Funeral Rites
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WSCS Officers Of
Paris District To
Meet On Thursday
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FABRICS

FABRICS

Values to 1.99 yd.

Values 6 1.59 yd.
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SPECIAL
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_

•

44C er yard

per yard

1 Group Ladies'

1 Group Boys

11111110MIne...

WANTED!
YOUR CHILD

To Be
Photographed
for a
BEAUTIFUL

ONLY!

1

00

CASUAL,
SHOES,

$595 per gal.
— 4 DAYS ONLY —

SHOES
Values to $8.99

Sale Ends Saturday, Aug. 30

Starks Hardware
12th 8 Poplar Streets

PLUS 54c
HANDLING
CHARGE

.
.

HOUSE PAINT SALE
KURFEES 1-31 LATEX

Values to $1.00S588

,

SPECIAL

SPECIAL S688
by Ernie Bushmiller
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PORTRAIT
Portraits by
"LITTLE RASCALS"

•1:00.01‘
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•
80/
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SNAP A BRUSH in and snap a brush out The "brushes"
which are made of foam by U.S. Plywood are disposable!

ly JOAN O'SULLIVAN
ASY, EASIER,

easiest'
words that are
ever in mind when new household products are being developed. They've got to perform
efficientl,
' and save the lady
of the house time and effort.
The new aids listed here star
in this category. They're at
your service in a variety of
ways:
• Stroke Of - Genius: 'The
latest paint brush joins a long
list of practical disposables.
It has a handle into which
foam cartridge "brushes" snap
in and snap out. The foam,
Incidentally, paints smoothly,
eliminating brush marks and
loose bristles.
• Short Cord: Why didn't
somebody think of it before?
Its 'a short 2-foot cord for
cOffeemakers and electric fry
the
that eliminates
TIM
countortop clutter of curled
up cords.
• Self-Sticking Tiles. "Instant floor" is now possible
with self-sticking vinyl tiles
in attractive colors and designs. Their uses are countless. Use them on large areas,
on closet floors, in entry halls.
Apply them as a back splash
in kitchen or bath. Use them
to cover a windowsill The

E They're

4110

12" x 12" tiles, which come 8
to a package, cut easily with
household scissors or a sharp
knife.
• Water Pick-Up: There's
no need to cry over spilled
milk or anything else if you
own an electric water pick-up
that's just what every homemaker needs. Its a floorwashing must, picking up
dirty scrub water in a wink,
no fuss, no muss, no messy
sponges or soggy cloths. The
unit is available solo or in a
dual-purpose design that
teams it with a lightweight
vacuum cleaner equipped with
a much-larger-than-usual dust
bag.
• Appliance Timer: Make
electric appliances do chores
automatically with a heavy
duty electric timer that can
operate anything from a refrigerator to an air conditioner The dial is as easy to set
as an alarm clock with a
green pointer to turn an appliance on at a specified time,
a red one to turn it off on
schedule:
• New Thread For Sewing:
To the three basic threads in
the home sewing basket—cotton, nyfon and silk--add a
fourth made of pure polyester.

SLICED BEEF OR PORK

JOHNSON'S

CHICKEN PARTS

LIVER
STEAK

LB.39

CHUCK WAGON
)R

19°

OLD FASHIONED

BOLOGNA

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS & NECKS
FRESH
_
FRESH
LIVERS 79c Lb. GIZZARDS 39c Lb.

LB. 39

HAMS LB.55'

CHOPPED

FRESH GROUND

LB.49 c STEAKETTES

HAMBURGER

FRANKS

GERBERS STRAINED

Giant Size

Pu

BELIE

a yard

ADAMS FROZEN 12 Oz. Can

ORANGF JUICE
3
FRENCH FRIES
FROZEN

DIXIE BELLE Pound Box
2 Lb.
Bags

MORTONS Peach. Apple,3
Custard
For

PIES

00
•

MOR TONS Pkg. of 2

PIE SHELLS
POTATO
CHIPS
ELECTRIC WATER PICK-UP means there's no need to
cry

over spilled milk

WESSON

24 Oz. Bottle

OIL

4etl

PACK

TURNERS

4 tiL$1.0u

A UK

SALMON

TALL CAN

59

GAL3

RED DELICIOUS

44.

' •

'

•

INSTANT FLOOR is possible with Goodyear's self-stick
tiles. In attractive patterns, they have adhesive backing
It meets home machine requirements for knit fabric%
and is just as efficiegt for

use on the popular new stretch
fabrics, synthetics and per-

manent press

'WHITE OR RED

LEMONStic
Doz.39
29
THIN SKIN

APPLES 3459
GRAPES
39

POUND

With This Coupon And

Purchase

L
c/3n
.

With This Coupon and $5.00 Or
More Additional Purchase. Ciggs.
and Tobacco Exc.
Void After Sept. 2

69c

22 Oz. Bottle

It's a new aid from SCM-Shetland.

CRISCO

o%

43
49 CHIFFON
DISHWASHING LOTION

TWIN

/19

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

n6
„

33' LARD

12 Oz. Can

23° TREET
450 COCKTAIL

CRACKERS
REELFOOT

MISS LIBERTY

ARMOURS

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
Of

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With This Coupon Ana
The Purchase Of
111

3 lbs GROUND BEEF
Void After Sept. 2

1O :t

RED POTATOES
Void After Sept. 2
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Highlands
Folk Fest
Is Planned

mak
ROY RICH, LEFT, DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION
OF PESTS AND NOXIOUS WEED CONTROL,
shows Commissioner of Agriculture J. Robert Miller,
right, where the next batch of insecticide will be
sprayed in Western Kentucky. Gov. Louie B. Nunn
has allocated about $300,000 out of his contingency
fund for control of the salt-marsh mosquito. Behind
them is a quarter-century old, specially rigged biplane used in spraying. It was not known if the commissioner was to fly the daring mission himself.

'War Waged'
In Western
Kentucky

How to Mark
Happy Years

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ClOvers
'I tist

g-sucesc.

WV 9NRU mnam
moo 000M noon
AIM QDF.36111R000
MVEVA9 lama
OB CDP WOO
OMM MR0 ODE100
ele WO MOO OM
uomno WO DDO
ODOM DUO UO
MOM amain
UODOMMI09 ODD
BOOM MMO3 WOO
MEM W201 MU

3 Threetoed
sloth
4.Aid
5-Mental
Images

6 Frighten
7-Small child
8 Solar disk
9-Note of scale
10-Puffed up
12 Compass point
14 Beef animal
17 Contends
20 God of love
23-Preposition
24 Near .
25 Unlock
27 Classify
30-Lamb's pen
name
32 Fruit cake
35 Trips by air
37 Country of Asia
38 Spars

7

' ill1 gr
.:31 111.
*::1.

is nib
a

8

MI'

OM

f:e.*:
17

UUI

N

11 :?.442

51

SO
ill
61

ell56

6,

•••••:. 52

.1 3 44

UUU

•
•
na

13, tr

c***

b) United Fe turf Syndicate. Int 27

l ios1b59' 29

OUR12-oz.

Hunts

7
1(

Miracle Vilip- - qt.590
Kraft - b-oz.

C

--

#300 Can

14

:
.4•:
12.-7--c...'
Vail @Mr

233

MUSTARD

44
10
°
&

°

PCAP;45

•

0

%

rOlkfIt'

<1/

Bush's

q

CROWDER OR CREAM
cans

PEAS - 2 39'

S

\1̀%.\'"
VikTERtiONS / hk

_ _ i 'b. 330

Potato
Chips - - -69

FRO
FROS

Nabisco

SNACK ASSORTMENT _ _ _ _ _ _ 39°

, ,, 33
MARTHA WHITE
FLOUR
5 11.49'

CANNED
DRINKS
3 F°. 29'

Plain or Self-Rising

'POT
FROST

Miracle White First-In

Flavor-Kist

Checkers

VAN

KAS - 16-oz. pkg.

........
CRACKERS

KEE

GREEN PEPPERS

With Purchase of 2

111-HO'5

Quart

- 5W

'

066s - Gtal

3r:
Royal 3bxs
3 747- Gelatin- 29'4

Sunshine

2

rie 0-Q Bottles
(„I„.

CUCUMBERS

I CAN FREE

4W

Stick Pickles

3(Ponr 39"
MIXED America...,
VEGETABLES 2(It 29'
,_,-.•

650

AUNT JANE'S ICEBERG DILL.- 26-oz.

rotorosAuci

_ __ _ Q, 89°

FABRIC SOFTENER

CREA
FROST

MIX

Picnic Supplies

FROST

PLATES -- NAPKINS -- FORKS
CHARCOAL AND LIGHTER

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

by Charles M. Schulz
.
1.II, kJ
•••

It, was a
dark and
stormy night.

NEW
SLEEPY

cHAR

0. 00--Ai..

-wa

by Al Capp

II

(HE DID G/1/5 ifir
' ‘E/14 A ONE\ DOLLAR Ei/LL.r.r

AH GIVE YO'A

RU

&
57 IIII

1163

99c 1

ISWANNS MARKET

HERE'S YouR

ilM1111IUUU6°

ill

lb

lb

,

CHANGE,SIR90 CENTS-

pp:49
.
4.41
53 isZ:54

UI

Sirloin

\
STEAK
CHUCK ROAST 19`
Finest
Our
Lean
-1-4-ie
—rr-rn
GROUND
STEAK
SHOULDER ROAST it, 63
' BEEF
Te
h
c
i
c
u
t nAsnsy
RI8 i STEAKS ib79' Pimento Cheese
Boneless

41.

lb

Lil' Abner

Xiit.
As

STEAK 89'

.s
..t -,.1---::‘,--;
-,7

?.
.4?

Elm
IIIII:44ME
37 dm.
xgf
Mit. AY

V.:LIN

KtC4.4
3
0111
la 19 dyA 40

SOUTH BEND,IND.(UPI)Make use of stores' bridal gift
registeries. It saves a lot of
problems like the newlyweds
receiving four salad bowls, five
irons, three coffee pots.
"Gone is the day when the
hapless bride had to be braced
for the possibility of opening
four toasters in succession at a
prenuptial shower." • says Mrs.
Mary Gaffney, director of the
Hagerty Home Care Institute
here.
"Today, when a bride
registers her choices with a
competent store, she not only
winds up with coordinated gift
of her own selections, but the
store provides a carte blanche
for exchanges if duplication i
made.
"Such an arrangement
eliminates the gift 'gaffe' and is a
blessing to both giver an
receiver,"
Even if the bride you have i
mind is not registered in a store
a few judicious questions put t
her family or close friends ca
give a sound clue to persona
choice. This, plus some facts o
buying patterns from the record
of major stores can guide to
successful choice.
Mrs. Gaffney says that sal
records show that most o
today's brides are interested i
sterling flatware, good china
crystal, silver holloware servi
pieces, colorful table linens an
small kitchen appliances.

Round

ET- 27

*
$" 23
M
27

CHUCK 1st Cut
ROAST
45'

1

$$P,

21

30

It

finest u.s.d.a.
CHOICE MEATS

Label It
APPLESAUCE 2=39°
Easy Elegance .,,„,....... ,

14

!AN
29

10

Keel)

ill

W:19 70
.0...
2e

Center Cut _ _ lb. 5.5.

RINSE

11
53 Tissue
57 Nahoor sheep
58 Roman gods
60 Worthless
leaving
62 Artificial
language
64 A state
fabbr )

39 Slumbers
Gfrrs name
43 Dealer
44-Printer's
measure
46-Exist
48-Turkish
island
51-Foray
MN •:•r1111.
•
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Veterans Questions
and Answers

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 27 1969

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

—

(.4
To qualify for G. I. Bill
educational benefits, is service
in Viet-Nam a requirement?
A - No. Qualification is based
on when a veteran served in the
Armed Forces and not where
so
he was stationed. You are eligFRANKFORT-It was a dark ible if you were released after
land at times. The Highlands Jan. 31, 1955, with at least 181
was never without fear of In- active duty or for a service-conndian raids and there was the
disability. Service must
constant toil of building the blo- have been other than dishonorabckhouses and cabins a few yards le.
Q
deeper into the wilderness, the
I am attending school tinburden of crops and cares of der the G. I. Bill, but I want to
keeping livestock.
transfer to another school. What
But it was a bright land, too. should I do?
A - You must get a new CertThe fear conquered, the crops
laid by and the stock housed- ificate of Eligibility if you change
Highlanders had a fling and ma- either your school or your stated
de the rafters ring with music educational objective. Contact
from banjo and fiddle mixed your nearest VA office for the
with old-country hoedown ridd. application farm.
Q - Since both my wife and I
le.
When the three-day Kentucky are veterans, can both of us
Highlands Folk Festival takes claim our one child as a depenplace August 29, 30 and 31 in dent to qualify for increased
the amphitheatre at Jenny Wil- educational assistance? I realey State Park near Preston- ize, of course, that each of us
burg, opportunity will be given can't claim the other as a deto see and hear authentic inter- pendent.
A - Both of you can qualify
pretations of songs, dances, tales and music by many descen- for the increased educational asdants of the sturdy and courag- sistance allowance by your claeous Highlanders.
iming your wife as a dependent
Directed by Edith James, the and your wife claiming the baby
entertairunept scope includes En- as a dependent.
glish and country dances, ScottiQ - Instead of a grave marker
sh pipers, mountain ballads, In- given by the Army, can we get the
dian ceremonial and ritual dan- money to apply toward a stone
ces, Gregorian and Appalachian we want to buy for my veteran
chants, and music by banjo, fidd- father?
A - No. The marker is furnile, autoharp, dulcimer, French
harp and guitar. There will be shed on application, but no monemountain folk tales, arts and tary allowance in lieu of the
crafts and costumes circa the marker is authorized.
pioneering era.
The festival is sponsored by -furs, textiles, jewelry,
watches.
Jenny Wiley Drama Association,
The anniversary years 16
Inc., Elmer N. Beckett, pres- through 20 probably
will find
ident.
the . children showing new
interest in their home, so ideal
gifts for this time are furniture,
ajlver holloware, porcelains,
bronzes - gifts that dress up the
hguse.

but according to Commissioner
of Agriculture J. Robert Miller,
"the state is providing the most
effective temporary relief under
current legislative standards."
Residents of the area agree
with him.
"Two years ago, I got 200
calls a thy on mosquito problems. Now I don't think I've gotten
10 all year," said Judge James
FRANKFORT, Ky.
No one Withrow, of McLean'County.
knows exactly how it started,
"No question as to it's effecbut Kentucky finds itself involv- tiveness," commented
Judge
ed in a dirty, stinking little war Hubert Reid, of Hopkins County.
In the marshes of Western KenPerhaps the best illustration
tucky.
of results can be found in the
NEW YORK (UPI) - So it's
The weather is hot and steamy, fact that farmers can now plow
the type of weather befitting the their fields without the aid of the first wedding anniversary
terrain and ideal weather for the bite-proof clothing and use of coming up? Once upon a time, a
enemy to break out of hiding hard hats with netting attached; couple marked it with paper
and attack peaceful hamlets, vill- children of the area can now play because in colonial days it was
ages and cities in the region. in their own yards without danger an item families needed. And for
In 1056, Kentucky committed of repeated biting and inevitable the second, cotton, and so on.
But times have changed and
itself to limited involvement, wi- infections that follow.
so have the needs of couples.
th aerial bombardment of 15,000
Because spraying must be done
The early years of marriage,
acres in the Western bottom- as close to the ground as possib,up to say the ninth, are occupied
lands.
le, special equipment must be with building a home. During
As it seems with all local used for effective control.
coeflicts,Abe war was escalated Commonwealth owns two Agr c- this time, "anniversary gifts of
through the years, until it now ulturally modified bi-planes and clocks, silverware, china,
encompasses $150,000 of state leases the services of a third glassware, crystal and electrical
appliances are practical.
funds and triple the number of for aerial spraying.
The next six years are a time
aircraft used just ten years ago.
Hi-planes normally carry a
Approximately 450 missions are 250 horsepower engine, but the when the parents renew their
flown each year by the heroic powerful engines of the state- desire to travel, because the ages
of the children now permit it.
young men of the Kentucky De- owned craft are rated
450 horse- Personal gifts are for this time partment of Aeronautics, curr- power. Many times,
the pilot
ently assigned to the Department flies so close to the
ground the
of Agriculture.
bi-planes barely skim trees and are free to the county
and paid
In this war, the enemy is the power lines:The men
employed for with state funds.
Aeries sollicatan, otherwise kno- are professionals
and have a
Chemicals used in spraying
wn as the salt-marsh mosquito. better safety record
than private are a combination of Malithion
The current administration has pilots in personal aircraft.
and Lethine with Diesel oil. The
escalated the conflict into a
The field force for the entire combination of these
chemicals
major war. In the past two years, campaign
is composed of only is the safest yet known to
science
Gov. Louie B. Nunn and the Ag- seven
men; a supervisor, pilot- and short term effects have
been
riculture Department have pourmechanic, two pilots, and three proven beneficial to man. No DDT
ed almost $300,000 worth of su- truck drivers. The
program is has been used or will be
used
pplies and equipment into west- under
the direction of Roy Rich, in spraying.
ern Kentucky marshes and swam- director
of the Division of Pcst
Although the state currently
pland to control the wily pest.
and Noxious Weed Control in the has funds to continue
operation
The mosquito only lives 17 to
Department of Agriculture.
of the mosquito control program.
30 days but it is the goal of
In order to secure the mosquito It may have to be cut back, or
this administration to see that
the bitter biter doesn't make it control services, it is necessary even sacrificed if the legislature
out of the larva or pupa stage. for the county judge, with the con- cuts extra sales tax revenue.
Commissioner Miller stated,
It is recognized aerial spray- currance of fiscal court, to enter
ing will not totally eradicate into an agreement which holds "A cut in sales tax would mean
the sat-marsh mosquito and only the Department of Agriculture a decrease in the amount of
draining of its-breeding grounds blameless in the event of dama- funds available for Mosquito Conwould be 100 per cent effective, ges from spraying. The services trol," and, in the words of a
local expert on pest control: "A
cut in this program would set
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
back our efforts of control at
least five years."
1 -Wine cup
4-Greeting
6 Vapid
11-lifted
13-Sums
15-Latin
coniuriction
16 Raise
18 Near
19 Symbol for
tellurium
21 Couple
22 Memorandum
24 Danish
island
26 Places
28 Born
29-Figure of speech
31 Narrow opening
33-Physrcian
(ebb')
34 Having its own
character
36 Pariah of time
38 Manuscript
tabby 1.1
40 River 1 Africa
42-Conunotiplace
45-Priests
vestment
47 Helps
49 Mountain ia
50 Prophet
52 Insect
54-Parent (collop
55 Symbol for
tellurium
56 Mortified
59 Note of stale
6) D•Sh
634.4ans name
65 Soft drinks
66 A continent
(ebb,)
67 Skii:
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CAPTAIN CLEARED A court
martial - in Sydney, Australia, acquitted Capt. John P.
Stevenson labovef of charges
that he was partly responsible for the collisionNpf his
ship. the carrier Mipsourrie.
-ind the U.S. destroyer Frank
E. Evans. June' 3, In which
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FINE FOODS- FOR FINE01(11.9 1.1N)
HOMEMADE

FIELDS

,1 4 LOIN

PORK SAUSAGE
39t

ARMOUR STAR

WEINERS
55

PORK CHOPS
L.59

CAN HAM
5.s $4.98

NEW PLASTIC CAN

FRESH

BUTT PORTION

FIELDS FULLY COOKED

HAMS

„6

CENTERSLICES

BACON LB 69C

LB. 99C

SHANK PORTION

LB

WHOLE

FRYERS

59'

1829C

11P

BLUE BONNETT

KEEBLER

PICNIC
HAMS
L,36390

JEFFERSON ISLAND

DEL MONTE

• KRAFT RUSSIAN

COCKTAIL
PINEAPPLE ORANGE
DRINK 4, 0,
2/49t
#30,„,
39` DRESS
SALT
OLEO
FIG BARS
INC
OATMEAL COOKIES
CRACKERS
Paper Towels
3/$1.00
, LB 29c
21C 10
45&80.2/49C
POT PIES
JELLY
RED POTATOES
100
APPLES
CREAM PIES
JAM
3/89C
BANANAS
2/6R
MIX VEGETABLES.
PRESERVES GRAPES
290
NEW POTATOES
2/69
$1.00
80 KR 3/$1.00 EGGS
REYNOLDS WRAP
TOMATOES
2/41 DOG PAPER BAR-B-0 SAUCE
29'
FOOD PLATES
SPOONS
FORKS
cabiAPKINS
39C
2/250 2/150 10,T. 15t
STA SUGAR MILK TUNA
CHEER
SNOWD
RIFT
WAFER
S
PUFF
1.21 3A9C 2/49C
1502.35C GT.69C
COFFEE PHU CORN
OLIVES NESTEA Peaches
CHARCOAL
69C (AH59C 2A9t
59C 4oz. 75C 29C
12 oz.

VANILLA WAFERS

DEfiiiiIT

16 oz.

FLAVOR K IS T

BOUNTY

14 oz.

1 LB.

FROZEN FOODS
FROSTY ACRES
BEEF & T UR KEY

2 ROLLS

1 LB.

KRAFT GRAPE

FARM FRESH PRODUCE

10 LB.

490

FROSTY ACRES

COOK INC

ALL KINDS

LB.

14 oz.

FROSTY ACRES

LB.

100

20 oz BAG

SEEDLESS WHITE

LB.

FROSTY ACRES SMALL

GRADE A SMALL

20 oz. BAG

3 DOZ.

SLEEPY HOLLOW

RAGS

9 IN.

AFT

25 ft.

# 303 CAN

PLASTIC

OR

60 CT .

8 CT

l8oz.

--rsw

RINSE

GOOD HOPE

LADY BETTY
CUCUMBER

VAN CAMPS

#1/2 CAN

1/2 gal.69

MAXWELL HOUSE

1 LB.

10 LB.

I3oz.

3 B69C

NIBLET WHOLE
KE RNAL YELLOW

12 oz.

MAR 10 REFR1GERAT OR
JAR

10 LB

69C

7 oz.

INSTANT

O'SACE

2

2 CAN

9C
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New Books
At Library

FLOOD PUSHES BRIDGE DOWNSTREAM-Flooding waters of
historic James River ripped a bridge from its moorings
(top of photo l and carried it downstream at HowarcLsville,
Va., during the state's worst flood since 1936.

Jerry Reed Is A Citified
Country Music Performer

A shipment of new books has
recently been received by the
Murray-Calloway County Library from the Department of Libraries, Frankfort. They are as
follows:
Bound For Glory, by Woodie
Guthrie. A deeply moving autobiography of one of America's
greatest folLsingers.
The Complete Book Of Personal Letter-Writing And Modern
Correspondence, by Lassor Blumenthal. A maior step toward
solving all the letter-writing problems of today.
Ghost Ships Of The Great Lakes, by Dwight Boyer, This is
the awesome story of the missing freighters and ore carriers
of yesterday and today that disappeared, often in complete mystery, never to be seen again.
The Great Depression, by Robert Goldston. A clear explanation of the economic, political
and social elements which went
into the making of the economic
collapse that plagued the nation
in the thirties.
The Old English Peep Show,
by Peter Dickinson. A witty,
inventive, and thoroughly delightful suspense novel of eccentric
upper-class Britishers and their
ladies.
Where's Hannah? by Jane Hart
and Beverly Jones. A handbook
for parents and teachers of children with learning disorders.
This book is written by the mother and teacher of such a young
girl.

LEDGER
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Income Tax
Questions and
Answers
This column of questions and
answers on federal tax matters
is provided by the local office
of the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service and is published as a
public service to taxpayers. The
column answers questions most
frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q - I was billed for additional
income taxes. Can 1 pay this off
in installments'?
A - Full payment is due by the
date stated on the bill. There
is no provision in the law for
paying these taxes on an installment basis.
Q - I lost My reflaid check and

filled out a form for anew one
over a month ago. What is holding it up?
A - Before another refund check can be issued, a thorough
search must be made of Treasury records, the Post Office
and other sources to see if the
missing _check can be located.
When this search is completed
another check can be issued.
Q - I made a profit when I
sold my vacation home. Can I For details on when sale of timpostpone paying tax on this if ber is treated as a capital gain,
I put all the money into another send a post card to your Dissummer place?
trict Office requesting IRS PubA - No, the provision in the lication 549, Sales and Exchanges
tax law that permits the post- of Assets.
ponement of tax. on the profits
from the sale of a personal re- The Department of Agriculsidence only applies to the tax- ture also has a publication on this
payer's principal residence. A subject, It is Handbook No, 274,

A - Probably not. There would
be no Federal income tax to pay
on the sale of the car unless it has
Increased in value during the
time you owned it.
There would be a gain to report
if you received more for the car
when you sold it than its fair market value at the time of your
father's death.

The bear market isn't over
yet and "more trouble lies
behind the hills of any nearterm rallies," observers Indicato Digest. In the past, the
analyst says, no new bull
market has been able to get
going until a severe market
drop corrected earlier excesses,
the economy slowed to recession point, the Federal Reserve
switched to an easy-money
interest rates
policy, and
dropped, and the bond market
rallied strongly. A decline in
the market is the only one of
these conditions which has
occurred so far, and even there
correction has been only partial
In view of the speculative
heights reached in 1967 and
1968, the firm adds.

DIESELS SNARL TRAFFIC ON EXPRESSWAY Unattended, three
Waterproof outdoor wrapping
Penn Central Railroad diesel locomotives ran out of an
and ribbon make it may to
engine house, around a yard. off the tracks, through li-sfence
decorate your front door and
., Bostonls busiest superporch for special occasions. • nnd onto the Southeast Expressway
.
highway.„There.
were
no
injuries,
but there. was a niasosive
Select extra-wide decorafor foil
traffic snarl.
'tor doors.

WANTS
MILLION-FierY
civil rights leader and Parliament Member Bernadette
Devlin, 22, talks to reporters
in New York. She is in the
U.S. to try to raise $1 milhcn for relief of Catholics 110
in Northern Ireland

SUPFK-RIGIIT

A & P Sill BASTING

,,119C

it, 2: LBS.

WHOLE OR HALF

SEMI-BONELESS

HAMS

Turkeys
Cornish HENS
Hindgvarters
Pork -Ribs
Beef
Liver
FROZEN CHICKEN

20 02
FA
I
9
C

GRADE A

L.S.D.A. TLItlal.

LB 35C
"684
L,59t

COUNTRV ST1r

SLIt'll)

$199
$719

LIVERS
Canned HAM

PRICES

SUPER-RIGH1

EFFECTIVE
THRU SAT.

AUG 30

SULTANA

SMOKED
HAMS

3

Pt%I.
14,16 LBS.

12 0/ S
Hit

PORK 'N BEANS
00
I

s

1-LB.
CANS

SHANK
PORTION

STOCK UP
TODAY'

Freestone
Portion

JANE
PARKER
18 OZ. BOX

APPLE
PIE

— SAVE-201

WHEATIES
Still THIS COUPON
3e. mabbe

CM> At A & I' I pod Storei

Coupon F:cpires Sat. Aug. 30
Without Cilupon LB OZ. box SAI

BAKED
Lirnit I Coupon l'et Customer
FRESH
HARM II

DAILY

Bread4

ONLY

Coupon No. 36902.025

"1.119,0999.0),N9.110:1M1')S6').9.99.C1.

.1 \\I l'Ot hi It S1'.41,mit II

DRINK MIX
ith I lin Coupon

RED RIPE

WATERMELONS

Nrilermahle OnIF At S & P I 004 Siutes
Coupon Empires Sat . Nur 30

SAVE

Without Coupon 6 Pkp. 006

UP TO

Limn I Coupon Per Customer
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second home, or a vacation home, "The Timber Owner and his
Federal Income Tax," and is avais not covered.
lable from the Superintendent of
Documents, U. S. Government
Q - I sold some standing tim- Printing Office,
Washington,
ber on my farm to alumber coma copy.
'35c
pany. Is this regular income or a D. C., 20404, for
I inQ
died
When
my
father
capital rain?
herited the sports car he had.
If I sell it, will I have to pay
income tax on what it brings?

Children's Books

The Bill of Rights, by Earl
From Dixie," is cboing well for
By JAMES A. LEWIS
Scheck Miers. This volume prehim.
NASHVILLE (UPI) - Jerry
sents the background of the Bill
Jerry has been picking the
Reed says he doesn't relish the
of Rights, foundation of Ameriguitar since he was nine. He
Idea of "walking behind a
can democracy, including both
says the only reason that he
mule,!.! but likes "concrete, ballthe philosophical and legal bases.
didn't before that time was that
parks and movie shows."
The Champion Of Olympia, by
he never had one to pick. He
Rene Guillot. Donar, prince of
In short, for a country music
now has 17 guitars.
singer, Jerry is as citilied as
his country, is captured and sold
Up until a few years ago Jerthey come.
as a slave in Corinth. The rery was one of the most sought
The hot RCA recording artist
suiting hardships confirm his
after guitar instrumentalists for
doesn't even have his roots on
desire to be free to find his way
record sessions here.
the farm. He was born in Athome. Grades 5-6.
Concerning his new single Downtown, Our Challenging Urlanta and got his start in the
"Are You From Dixie," its
music business with the help of
ban Problems, by Robert A, Lisbeen said that nobody ever did
:a policeman.
ton. A presentation which depicts
the song quite like Jerry.
: "This policeman and I were
the problems existing in the maj"It's part of an album to be
:real good friends," confidesJeror cities of today - the author
next month. It's going
• ry. "One day he woke me up released
also reports major efforts to
to
contain
a
lot
of
old
songs,"
- and took me to a radio station
these problems-a timely volume.
" where I td some recording." he said in an interview. "I just - The Forgetful Robot, by Paul
' That was about 10 years ago. started singing 'Are You From W. Fairman. Barney the Robot
Dixie,' and it happened. I raised
Since that time Jerry has scored
is the hero of this exciting scienthat song. We forgot all
with "Guitar Man," "Tupelo, hell with
ce fiction tale of the future. His
the mechanics and engineering
Mississippi Flash," and "Alamemory on "the blink", Barney
and just started picking."
bama Wild Man." 5
Isn't able to warn his friends
He said, "it's just one of those
His current single "Are you
of impending danger and thus
natural blunders you fall into by
they all embark on an exciting
yourself.'"
and
dangerous adventure. Grades
Reed said that when he first
4-8.
came to Nashville he was a bit
A House So Big, by Joan Lexau.
awestruck by the "professionals
A small boy's plans for his future
who know how to make rechome reveal the things that amuords."
"A fellow may have all the se children most, as well as a
child's optimistic hope for the
licks in his tag, but he doesn't
future. Grades k-l.
NEW YORK (UPI}-The
necessarily know how to play
If I Were A Mother, by Kuzue
near-term
technical
picture professionally. It makes no difMizamura.
A child's fantasy quremains quite strong and, while ference how good you are,
"If I Were A Mother?"
some additional consolidation of you've got to serve your ap- estion,
leads to a discussion of the varthe recent gains may occur prenticeship."
types of mothers. Grades
here, the market does not
Jerry said that making a rec- ious
appear to have exhausted its ord isn't easy. "It takes lots of k-3.
The Last Camel, by Earle
upside potential, says E.F. preparation, lots of arranging
Gocxienow. Poor Phoum was the
Hutton & Co. "One of the more and lots of work."
last camel in the caravan. He was
pronounced characteristics of
Jerry is a regular on the
the market this week," the "Festival of Music" which fea- also grumpy and acted tough.
sandstorm prfirm notes, "has been the tures Chet Atkins, Boots Ran- However, a fierce
his worth to not only the
oved
broadening of the strength into dolph and Floyd Cramer.
other camels but to himself as
laggard and depressed groups."
The festival will play about 80
well, Grades k-I.
Conglomerates, especially, have dates this year.
been doing well, the firm adds.
--Wright Investors' Service
believes the market has reacted
as fully as it is going to the
downtrend in the economy and
is
now
about
ready
to
anticipate the economy's eventual recovery. The firm recommends a rather fully-invested
position, "retaining in reserve
only about 10 per cent of
Invested funds for commitment
some time after Labor Day."
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Real Estate For Sale
- ----BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick
home, nearing completion, 1615
13elmoote, in city school district,
near university. This is a well
constructed home with centarl
heat and air and will be fully
carpeted. It has a nice living
room, kitchendining room, utility room, nice ceramic tiled
1% baths, carport and patio,
on good lot.
LARGE NEW 3-bedroom brick
home almost completed, on
Greenbier, in Westwood, a feet
growing subdivision near So.
18th and Wiswell Road. This
is a home of spacious rooms,
large closets and interior beauty with rugs that add elegance
throughout. It offers a nice living room, large den, kitchen
with lovely green panelling and
all the built-ins for luxurious
living. Two ceramic tiled baths,
utility, central heat and air and
large carport on a sloping lot.
LIKE NEW, 3-bedroom brick
home in Fairview Acres, 5 minutes southeast on New Concord
Highway
Hardwood
floors,
large living room, family roomkitchen, built in GE range and
oven, large ceramic bath and
oneshalf, electric heat, utility,
carport and storage, on 128' x
256' lot. This is a country home
with city conveniences where
you are not crowded in and the
price is most attractive. Available immediately, with deed.
3-BEDROOM frame home, So.
4th Extended, on large lot,
zoned commercial. It has living roam, kiteallen-dining room,
large utility, nice bath, gas
floor furnace, large basement
with 4 rooms and garage. Unused lot area is good location
for shop or other business.
3-BEDROOM frame home, 5th
and Calloway, in Hazel. Has
living room, dining room, kitchen, bath, utility and garage
on nice lot with lots of shrubbery and trees. Price $9500.
2-BEDROOM home in Lynn
Grove, with living room, kitchen, bath, lots of closets and storage, on large lot with trees.
Extras included are automatic
washer, air-conditioner and TV
antenna. This is a good home
at a 'good price.
ACRES, 4 miles west of
ossland, turn north at Browns
mail box, 1/4 mile. 30 acres
cleared with 20 acres in permanent pasture. Our sign on property. Priced only $3850.
2-BEDROOM HOME, Calloway
Street in Hazel, living r o o
kitchen and bath. Has electric
heat and includes TV antenna.
Priced only $5500.
TO BUY Real Estate, see us.
To sell Real Estate, list with us.
FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
and Maple Streets Office phone
753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
Young 753-4946, R. B. Patterson 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson
753-1534.
A-29-C

Wr

FOR LEASE
DUPLEX aparrnents. For couples only. Call 753-8067.
A-29-P

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 27. 1959
NOTIC.I

IMOTICE

WANTED: Bookkeeper, experienced. Must be qualified in
payroll tax form and records,
typing and office machines.
Send Resume to P. 0. Box 348,
Murray, Ky.
A-27-C

Real Estate For Sate
BEAUTIFUL brand new threebedroom brick house. Has double carport, central heat and
air, outside storage, concrete
drive, built-in G. E. kitchen appliances. Large living room,
Lindy scarp, entry hall, two
baths and is located in Murray's newest subdivision, in
city school district. Will trade
for smaller house.
AN ELOQI.JT fireplace can
be found in this three-bedroom
brick. It has two full baths,
built in appliances, central hest
and air, living room, double
carport, entry hall, carpeting
and many other extras.
NICE AND QUIET location for
this neat two-bedroom brick
house. It's about 1 year old and
has an acre of land. City water, central heat and air, carpeting, and drapes. There is
also a built-in range and a small
stock barn. It's priced to sell
at only $17,000.
DaMEDIATE Possession can be
had in this three-bedroom
brick. It's within walking distance of groceries and shopping
center. Has air conditioning
carpeting and hardwood floors,
carport, double paved drive
and a transferable loan.
INCOME PROPERTY. This
newly redecorated duplex would
give you a place to live plus a
good income. Each side has ample - storage, private baths, kitchens, living rooms, one side
has one bedroom the other has
two. It's a real bargain at only
$11,250.
JUST LLSersll, spacious 4-bedroom brick. Has built in appliances in kitchen, central heat
and air, two full baths, utility
room, family room with fireplace, large living room, entry hall, and shady lot.
NEAR SCHOOLS. This threebedroom brick house is within
walking distance of both elementary schools and university. It has a fireplace in living room, two baths, utility,
carport, large recreation room,
built in Tappan appliances and
central heat and air. It's a real
bargain.
EATRA INCOME. This two-bedroom brick house has been recently redecorated and has a
large living rosin, kitchen and
dining area. The attractive part
is the completely seperate apartment which is rented out
and brings in a good income.
A permit to build more units
can be had and the lot is plenty large to take care of them.
It's within walking distance of
M. S. U.
JUST LISTED a nice 3-bedroom
brick on Calloway Avenue one
block from college campus. Has
wall-to-wall
carpet,
electric
heat, storm windows and doors,
paneled family room, possession
with deed $18,000.
ALSO just listed is some lots
for multi-units 2 or 4 units located 2 blocks from University.
We have lots of nice building
lots from $2500.00 up all with
city water and sewerage.
CHECK WITH US for all your
Real Estate needs. Call Hoyt or
Ray Roberts at 753-1651.
A-29-C

BY OWNER - three-bedroom
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft, on
large lot All electric, central
air and heat. Keeneland Subdivision. $24,000.00. Phone 753Sept. 13-C
7626.

BY OWNER: House in Kirksey
with extra lot with good driveway, good well. Priced to sell.
Phone.753-7483.
A-28-C

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HELP WANTIED

97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east
of Murray near Liberty Church
with 3-bedroom house, bath
with running water, partly finished. Also a basement seperate
with living quarters. Farm is
fenced and running spring water. Sale price $18,000.00.
ONE ACRE commercial lot with
Kentucky Lake
antique frame building on Hwy.
Leathenvood Development
68 across from the Holiday 150 ACRES. Owners have
other
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Pricinterest and will make very libed to sell, $18,500.00.
eral terms or contract agreecottage
in ment
TWO-BEDROOM
This project needs a
size
75'
Shores,
lot
Kenianna
pusher. A great chance to have
x 200', Price $8600.00.
your own lake Subdivision. 42WE HAVE all types and sizes lots already sold. Call OT write,
MurSW
of
building
lots
in
of
T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
ray in the city school district, Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37215
sewer and water, price $2000 (297-6548).
S-3-C
to $4000.00.
ALSO HAVE building lots in
beautiful Panorama Shores,
EDNA KNIGHT TALKS
price ranging from $75800 to
ABOUT SPLENDOR
$2000.00.
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom
home completely furnished,
electric heat and air condition
ing, double garage, $100.00 per
month at Panorama Shores.
Couples only
FOR ALL your Real Estate
needs call or see FREEMAN
JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 7538-5-C
2731.

FOR SALE OR LEASE: Threebedroom brick. Three miles
from city. Phone 753-7191 or
write P. 0. Box 64, Murray.
S-2-C

&

ELECTROLUX SALES is SeeNOTICE
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C. In accordance with Kentucky
K. Sanders. Phone 3824176, Statutes, Sections 25.193 and
Sept-17.0 25.200: Notice Is hereby given
Krthat a report of Final settleREGISTER NOW fo,r dance
ment of accounts was on
classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance
August the 25th., 1969 filed
SOMEONE to stay with elder- Studio, Phone 753-4647,
by Nannie Perry, Executrix of
ly lady. Do light house work,
Sept.-6-C
the Estate of W. Herbert Perroom and board plus salary.
FOR RENT
ry, Dec'd.,
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
Phone 753-3808.
A-28-C A HOME is desired for a young
And that the same has been
2-BEDROOM trailer, air-condiPersian boy, age 14. It would
approved
by the Calloway CoWANTED:
Experienced
paintpets,
paid,
no
utilities
tioned,
be desirable that the young
adults only. Phone 753-7233. ers. Steady work. Good pay, in- man live in a nice home as Part unty Court and ordered filed
A-29-C surance furnished. For further of the family. He speaks some to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any exinformation dial 753-5287.
English. He is financially able ception thereto will do so on
3-BEDROOM HOUSE, air-condiS-2-C to pay his expenses. If
you
or before
tioned, Panorama Shores. Phone
would like to have this young
A-28-P
Sept. 22nd., 1969 or be for436-2461..
man in your home please call ever
barred.
753-1238, This could be a reAVAILABLE Sept. 1st. ThreeWitness my hand this 25th.,
warding experience for both day of
room apartment, private enAugust, 1969.
the young man and the family
trance, lady preferred. See at
By D. W. Shoemaker,
with whom he lives.
412 South 6th Street or phone
A-27-C
County Court Clerk,
A-28-C
753-4687.
Calloway County,
The Lifetime Collection Of
Kentucky
NOTICE
A FURNISHED house located
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
In accordance with Kentucky
on waterfront lot in Panorama
MRS. NANNIE M. BATEMAN
11?
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Shores. Couple preferred. Also
26.200: Notice. is hereby given
for sale, 2 lots in Panorama
that a report of Final settlement
Shores. Call 753-6779 and ask
NOTICE
1600 ITEMS
TWO DAYS
of accounts was on
for Sonny or call 753-4487 afIn accordance with Kentucky
filed
1969
A-28-C
August the 25th.,
ter 5:30 p. m.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
A WINNING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUG. 29 & 30
by Beatrice Dick, AdministraNotice is hereby given
25.200:
apartment,
COMBINATION
garage
2-BEDROOM
iris of the estate of W. Ernest that a report of final settle
ground floor, electric heat, can National firm needs exper- Dick, Dec.,
10:00 A.M.
ment of accounts was on
be seen at 506 S. 6th Street. ienced salesmen to introAnd that the same has been
August the 25th.. 1969 filed
A-28-C duce essential business ser- approved by the Calloway CoTelephone 753-5519.
by Elzie Wall, Executor of the
vice used and needed by
506 PARIS AVENUE
ordered
filed
and
Court
unty
BUILDING for automtive work, every business and profesEstate of Wilburn Wall, Dec'd.,
to lie over for exceptions. Any
electric operated doors, air sional man. $150 weekly
and that the same has been
person di 'sing to file any ex- approved by the Calloway Co
compressor, hot water, excel- guarantee to men meeting
McKENZIE, TENN.
lent lighting, in good location. our requirements. Write: ception thereto will do so on linty Court and ordered filed
Phone 753-3018.
A-28-C Manager, Drawer 437, Men- or before
to lie over for exceptions. Any
856 PIECES CHINA AND GLASS: Cut Glass Pitcher with
Sept. 22nd., 1969 or be for- person desiring to file any extor,
Ohio
hand
44060.
Prussia
A-27-P
signed;
Set;
other
Cut
Glass,
some
Glasses
NEW LARGE three-bedroom
ever barred.
ception thereto will do so on
painted, signed Hot Chocolate Set; Chine in Sets; tots of
brick duplex with extra large
Witness my hand this 25th., or before
sets
etc.;
Plates,
Saucers,
China
hand painted and decorated
master bedroom. In Robertson
day of August, 1969.
of Twin Bristol Bottles; old pattern glass; art glass; satin,
Sept. 22nd., 1969 or be forSchool district. Central he at NATIONALLY known company
By D. W. Shoemaker,
cranberry, camphor, milk, and opaque glass; handsome old
ever barred.
air.
Gold
carpet
throughClerk,
and
Court
County
has openings for three energetlamps (electrified!
Witness my hand this 25th.,
out. Phone 753-6202.
A-29-C ic women. Call for appointCalloway County,
day of August, 1969.
Kentucky
FURNITURE: Nice pieces in walnut, cherry, and mahogany.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
LARGE PRIVATE lot in coun- ments, phone 753-3056. A-V-C
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
Secretary; Chest of Drawers; Drop Leaf Tables; End Tables;
County Court Clerk,
trailer home. Room EXPERIENCED waitresses,
try
to
park
exten1TP
Corner What Not; Chairs, Round Dining Table with
Calloway County,
far two. Water, sewerage, and cooks and salad makers. Full
sion leaves and chairs; Buffet; Pictures• Mirrors; etc.
Kentucky
lights furnished. $15.00 per time and partime. Must be neat,
NOTICE
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
month. Call 436-2A23.
A-29-C efficient and able to furnish
In accordance with Kentucky
SILVER - HANDWOVEN BLANKETS 1TP
Statutes, Sections 25 195 and
good
perreferences.
Apply
in
LARGE TRAILER on Kentucky
25.200: Notice is hereby given
PRIMATIVES OF ALL KINDS
son
Colonial
House
SmorgasLake. Phone 436-2323
A-29-C
that a report of final settlebord., Highway 641 North.
Lunch Served - Plenty of Parking
ment of accounts was on
A-30-C
AUCTION SALE
OFFERED
August the 25th., 1969 filed
Rain or Shine - Big Shelter
for sale in case of rain
AUCTION: Aug. 28, 1969, starts WANTED: The Palace Drive-In by Albert Logan Watson, Ad- PROFESSIONAL
residential
is open 24 hours each day- We ministrator of the Estate of
at 2:00 and house and lot to
painting. Brush, roll, spray. RefCLIFFORD BATEMAN, EXECUTOR
have some full time jobs avail- Lala Ivy Watson, Deceased,
be sold at 6:00, Mrs. Essie
able on the day shift, evening
and that the same has been erences. Free estimates. Phone
Roane's place at Hazel. Turn
RAY MARTIN, AUCTIONEER
Sept-1&C
shift and night shift. Apply in approved by the Calloway Co- 753-3486.
left at railroad crossing, then
person only. Palace Drive-In at unty Court and ordered filed
right at next corner and left
Five Points.
A-28-C to lie over for exceptions. Any
at next corner. In case of rain
person desiring to file any exsale
will
be
at
10:00
a.
m.
FriS&LS
EVENING
FREE??? No experFOR SALO
day, 8-29-69. Lounge chair, rock- ience needed to earn 25% com- ception thereto will do so on
or before
14-FOOT Speedboat, Alla and TWO RIDING horses, horse ing chairs, straight chairs, end mission demonstrating
toys. No
Sept. 22nd., 1969 or be forlife jackets included. Excellent trailer and saddle. Call 489- tables, sewing machine (trea- investment
Car
necessary.
Troy, Tennessee
ever
barred.
condition. Phone 753-1228.
dle
type),
lamps,
piano,
beds,
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
2963.
A-29-C
Witness my hand this 25th.,
A-28-C
springs and mattresses, trunks Johnstown, Pa. 16001
day of August, 1969.
SPEED QUEEN washing ma- wardrobe, dining room table
H-A-28-P
25%-FOOT alumium Pontoon chine, wringer type, with benBy D. W. Shoemaker,
and
chairs,
stove,
kitchen
cubcruiser, 55 horse electric Evin- ch. Good a:militias, Call 7
County Court Clerk,
rd,
dinner
kettles,
refrigeratrude motor, like new. 753-2731 3308.
Calloway County,
A-29-C or, cabinets, porch swing and
Phone 1-901-T32-3182
A-28C
or 753-8025.
Kentucky
seats, garden tools, grind rock,
Charleston, Mo.
COATS arid dresses, girls, sizes
By:
Dewey
Ragsdale,
D
C
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
BOAT AND MOTOR, 14 ft Lone 8 and 10. Girl Scout uniform, cross cut saws, tools and oil
Phone
1-314-683-6141
1TP
Star fiberglass boat, 1962 ten size 8. Excellent condition. Call cans, barrel's, fruit jars, stools,
s6p
accountgraduate,
College
antique
washing machine, old
HP Johnson motor. Price 6200 - 753-7425.
NOTICE
A-29-C phonograph,
antique
scales, ing major. Salary open.
00. See at 104 N. 13th or call
In accordance with Kentucky
jugs, old radios, and many other
Mail personal resume to:
753-7498 or 7534734 after six
Statutes, Sections 25 195 and
items.
A
lot
of
BOAT,
the
motor, and trailer, one
above items
A-29-C
p. in.
25.200: Notice is hereby given
SHACKLEFORD, GOODE
year old. Call 753-8815. A-29-C are antique.
that a report of final settleFOR "a job well done feeling"
& THURMAN
WILSON INSURANCE, Real
ment of accounts was on
clean carpets with Blue Lus- EIGHT WEEK OLD puppies, Estate and Auction Company,
August the 25th., 1969 filed
Tucker Building
No Jobs to Small' or Large
tre. Rent electric shampooer three quarter Collie, one quar- 202, South 4th Street, Murray,
by
Kress Parker, Administrator
Murray,
Ky.
ter
Shepherd,
sire
and
dam
to be Appreciated
Home
Auto
Store,
$1. Western
Kentucky,
Phone
753-3263.
arc of estate of Jesse Parker, Dec'd,
Free Estimanits
of "The Wishing Welt". A-V-C both working stock dogs and
A-27-C
and that the same has been
great pets. $8.00 and $10.00.
Contact:
Calloway
Co
approved
by
the
be
a
TREAT rugs right, they'll
Phone 753-5107 or 753-5117.
delight if cleaned with Blue
A NEW YOU? Try it on for unty Court and ordered filed
A-28-P
WANTED TO BUY
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
size: a business of your own, to lie over for exceptions. Any
A-30-C 1968 350 HONDA. Can see at WANTED: Issues of August 6, In your own community, on person desiring to file any ex$1. Big K.
H & H Small Engine Service, 1969 of the Ledger & Times. your own time, for an income ception thereto will do so on
BOY'S PANTS, size six, boy's Lynn Grove, phone 433-5701
lletween 100. in. and
Please bring by the office at of your own. And the beauty or before
shirts, sizes 7 to 10. Call 753500 D. in.
Sept. 22nd., 1969 or be fOTTFNC and glamour of Avon CosmetA-29-C 103 No, 4th St.
five
p.
in.
after
A-27-C
5583.
ics. Ready? Call or write Mn, ever barred.
Witness my hand this 25th.,
Evelyn L. Brown, Shady Grove
CIDER made from handpicked
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, Phone day of August, 1969.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
worm free Starks golden delicBy D. W. Shoemaker,
965-3363.
ious apples. There is a differFOR SALE OR LEASE: With
County Court Clerk,
H-A-29-C
SALE
PO*
AUTOS
ence. Call 489-2107 to reserve
option to buy three-bedroom
Calloway County,
yours, Truman Turner in Cold- '66 CHEVELLE, SS, 396436 enbrick, central heat and air, lo- ALTERATION lady needed at
Kentucky
water U ao answer call nights. gine, straight seat, 4-speed, 588
cated in Cirrarama. Guy Spann Murray Tailor Shop for past
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
A-28--C year. Blue with black vinyl top
Real Estate, Phone 753-7724 or time work. No phone calls. Lo1TP
A-28-C cated under Dale & Stubble3% MONTH old, AKC Silver Phone 753-7393, after 5 call 753-8109.
field Drug Store.
A-29-P
A-28-P
Poodle pup, female, champion 753-5888.
PUBLIC HEARING
blood Lines. $125.00. Shots and
COLUMBIA STEREO, console,
The Board of Adjustment for
trimmed. Call 753-4974. A-28-C '67 CAMERO convertible, 4Walnut cabinet, AM-FM radio, the City of Murray, Kentucky,
$100.00. Call 753-2443 or 753- will ,hold a public hearing on
SET OF BARBELLS. 1 West speed, light blue, local car
1715.
September 3, 1969, at 4:00 p. m.
ern Style .22 pistol and holster, See at Ky. Lake Oil Co. Call
A-28-P
at City Hall on the proposed
1 new set Book of Knowledge. 753-1323.
duplex building to be constructCall 753-8787.
A-28-P 1965 DODGE pickup, 383 V-8,
A new upright vacuum, ed on the southeast corner of
engineered to adjust suction West Olive Street and North U.S. ARMY RESERVE
CLEARANCE SALE on '69 mo- automatic transmission. Phone
A-29-C
automatically no matter how 18th. Street.
dels of mowers and tractors. 438-2198.
high or low the carpet nap, All interested parties are
We have already been notified
that you can expect to pay FLAT STEEL bed truck with
works in conjunction with a dial cordially invited to attend this
more for the 1970 models. So steel runners, grain sides, 16.
enabling you to set the sweeper public hearing.
while the low prices on the footlength. Very good condito
accommodate carpet MURRAY BOARD OF
'69 models last you can save tion. Call 753-5452.
A-29-C
thickness. The manufacturer ADJUSTMENT
many dollars on the new '69
says the sweeper with its Dr. A. H. Titsworth
mowers that you will need next 1962 BUICK Skylark Special,
automatic suction monitoring Chairman
ITC
year. Seaford's Lawn and Gar- sharp. Maroon with white top,
system makes it possible to
black
interior.
Call
436-2291.
den Equipment.
BRUNSWICK, Maine (UPI)
A-28-C
vacuum the trouble-free way A-27-I
-For the first time in the his
high
shag
rugs,
sculptured
RUMMAGE SALE, Friday, Aug.
Bowdoln College, stucarpet, traditional nap, flat try of
29, 1969, 9 to 4, 915 N. 16th., 1256 FORD two-ton truck with Buy U.S. Savings
dents have been offered th
surface outdoor-indoor carpet, opportunity to major in
Street, baby furniture, ladies grain bed. Phone 753-1977.
& Freedom Sha
Reliand bare floors.
and childrens clothes. Miscelgion.
laneous items.
A-28-C

ANTIQUE
AUCTION

SERVICES

FOR

4

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

Land Clearing and
Excavation

Position Available

*BLACK TOP PAYING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753.5502

GENERAL ELECTRIC Freezer,
excellent Condition, $95.00. Call
753-7846 OT 753-1409.
A-28-C

Abbie'N Slats
MY CLIENT, SLATS
SCRAPPLE, WtSNES
TO PLEAD GUILTY TO THE
cHARGE OF POSSESSING
COUNTERFEI T MONEY,
YOUR HONOR

by R. Van Buren
I SLIPS THE
BOY THE PHONY
BiLL! 50 YA
60T YER GUILTY
PARTY --ME!!

110L0 YE/2 '\
NORSE5, E3 G
MOUTH' SLATS
AIN'T PLEAD IN'
GUILTY-/ AM

NELSON Stud Driver (Gun).
Drives nails into concrete and
steel. Practically new, used very
little. Good supply of ammunition and nails. Waldrop Saw
& Lock Shop. Phone 753-6233
A-28-C
CHROME DINEI LE Set, 2 electric wall heaters, metal utility
cabinet, room divider, wood 3
section, 1 wood table. 1 antique
ice box. Phone 436-2289. TFNC

1

KEEP UP
JOIN UP

Give the
present with
a future.

BASSETT PUPPIES, AKC registered, eight weeks old. Females $35.00, Males $45.00. Can
be seen at 805 Vine Street or
phone 753-5110.
A-28-P
Nearly new two sto
rick home. Elegantly car
ted arid richly decorated.
t is a home to instill pride
with ownership. Located on
Large wooded lft in one o
urray's finer sub-divisions.
WAYNE WILSON REALTY
., across from post office
urray Kentucky, Phone 753
c 263, Nine phones: Wayn
Wilson,
753-5086;
Edit
night, 7534910; Bill Adams
53-5627, Charles McDaniel
53-4805.

SALESMAN
OR
MALE HELP
WANTED

,..
C.,
,,,.

7,..11
.•,..•

....••••-••41

HOW ELSE ARE
YOU GONNA GET
OUT TO GIVE THAT
CROOK LEE JASPER,
WHAT'S COMIN'
7 HIM?'

THE LEDGER & TIME — MURRAY RENT

PAGE
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, in a free society
the government rests upon the
consent of the governed, and
WHEREAS, 'a gPave threat to
a tree community is posed by
voter apathy and indifference,
and
WHEREAS,
and legal
registration is a requirement
for voting in the general election on November 4th, and
WHEREAS, many citizens of
Murray and Calloway County may
not be able to vote because they
are riot properly registered, and
WHEREAS, the following persons should go to the County
Court Clerk's office in the Court
House to register:
1. Any citizen of voting age
who is not registered to vote.
This includes all 17 year olds
who will be 18 by election day,
November 4th.
2. Anyone who has failed to
vote for two consecutive years.
3. Anyone who has moved to
a different county (to or from
a city of the first class)
4. A woman who has changed
her name either by a marriage
or divorce, and
WHEREAS, the following qualifications must be met for registration:
I. Residence - State 1 yearCounty 6 months - Precinct 60
days on or before the date of the
regular election.
2. Age - Must be 18 years of
age on or before the election
day.
3. Citizenship - Must be a
U. S. citizen , either native or
naturalized. If ever convicted
of a felony must have had citizenship restored. If ever judged
incompetent must have had competency restored by action of
the court, and
WHEREAS, voters must be properly registered by September
6th in order to vote on November 4th, and
WHEREAS, every citizen should vote for those representatives
who make policy for the city,
county and state,
NOW, THEREFORE, I Holmes
Ellis, Mayor of the City of Murray, Kentucky, do hereby designate the WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
1 - 6 as:

WEDNESDAY — AUGUST 27. 1969

Al TO P.M.
as 6 DAYS A WEEK

PARKER'S

proper

VOTER REGISTRATION WEEK
In witness whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand, this the
26th day of August, in the year
of our Lord Nineteen Hundred
and Sixty-nine.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray
Kentucky

Mrs. Maude Jackson Coben, 79,
of Dandridge, Term., formerly of
Puryear, died
Sunday
at
Valentine-Shults Hospital in
Newport, Term, after a brief
illness.
Funeral services were to be
held today at 3 p.m. at Farrar
'Funeral Home Chapel in Dandridge. Rev. Robert McCray and
Rev. Tom Underwood officiated.
Burial was to be in Jefferson
Memorial Garden in Dandridge.
Farrar Funeral Home was in
charge of all arrangements.
Survivors include her husband
John M. Cohen of Dandridge; two
daughters, Mrs. H. H. Lunn of
Clinton, Tenn. and Mrs. Jack
Buch of Chestnut Hill, Tenn.; two
sons, John A. Cohen of Nashville
and Dan K. Cohen of Fairbanks,
Alaska; three sisters,Mrs.
Gladys Sanders,Buchanan, Mrs.
Loma ,Willis, New Providence,
Ky. and Mrs. Lester Tyner of
Indianola, Miss.; one brother,
Lester Jackson of Buchanan;
seven grandchildren, four great
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Mrs. Cohen was a member of
Martha Chapter OES

After all,
it's the only
country
you've got.
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NECKS & BACKS.....
FRESH LIVERS
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lb 43c
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PINTO BEANS
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300 size
cans
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GRAPE JELLY
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Solid -Pack
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SERVING MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY WITH
GOOD FOOD FOR YEARS
*
IF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY,
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE!!

1 -lb. pkg.
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Gospel
Be Held

Conveniently Located to
Downtown IShopping
Plenty of Free Parking
Friendly, Courteous Service
cuPER MARKET

A Gospel S
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30, at 7:30
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ris Trio fro
be feat
Alt singers
invited to

will

